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ABSTRACT 

Xenon induced flux oscillations are possible in large thermal . 

reactors operating at high powers because of the inter-play between the 

xenon concentration, reactivity, and thermal flux, and the fact that xenon 

is produced mainly by radioactive decay of 1-135, which has a half-! ife of 

6.7 hours. Due to these nuclear characteristics along with size and 

i i 

operating conditions of the Pickering and Bruce cores, these oscillations in 

flux are inherently unstable with respect to xenon. That is, a local 

perturbation in reactivity will result in a divergent and cyclic time and 

space variation in the thermal flux distribution in the core. 

One group diffusion theory and a simple perturbation analysis yield 

for a bare thermal reactor, a threshold in the average flux level ~which 

se~tisfies (1) 

M2 ' .. 2 
/\I) 

O'xe 
= 

= 

f(D) 

+ 'A /cr ~ 1-Lxe xe xe 
+ (A. + A.l)/o ~ xe xe 

for osci I lations in ijth mode of the flux distribution (see Figure 1) M
2 is 

the migration area in cm
2

, 0' is the reactivity load of Xe-135 at high flux xe 
levels; aT is the fuel temperature coefficient expressed in terms of 

reactivity change per unit flux. The function f(~) depends only upon the 

decay constants A. of Xe-135 and A. 1 of 1-135; 1-L is the fraction of Xe-135 xe xe 
produced directly from the fission of the fuel rather than through iodine 

decay {which fraction is denoted by 111 ). The dimensionless parameter A.ij 2 

depends only upon the shape of the flux distribution and is equal to the 

difference between the bulking of the ijth mode and the fundamental model. 
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The Bruce and Pickering reactors are used as models in this study 

to determine the threshold power level at which xenon instability is possible 

and in which mode this instability occurs. 

Bruce is found to be unstable in the fundamental and first 

azimuthal mode for fresh and equilibrium fuel conditions, and stable for the 

radial, axial and higher azimuthal modes. 

Pickering, on the other hand, is unstable for the equilibrium fuel 

condition in the fundamental and first azimuthal modes only and is stable in 

every mode except the fundamental in the fresh fuel condition. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The presence of xenon poison in large thermal reactors operating 

at high flux levels may lead to a potentially unstable operation (1, 2, 3). 

A reactor which has been operating at constant power with a steady 

flux distribution will develop an equilibrium xenon distribution througho~t 

the core. If for some reason there occurs a slight radial, axial or 

azimuthal tilting of the thermal flux due to small changes in the local 

multiplication constant of the core, the rate of destruction of Xe-135 by 

neutron capture will increase in that part of the core where the flux 

increased, call this region A, while its rate of formation from decay of 

1-135 will initially remain constant. 

Conversely, in the other region, B, where the flux decreased the 

rate of destruction will be reduced while the rate of formation remains con

stant, assuming the control scheme keeps the total reactor power at a constant 

value. The Xe-135 concentration will therefore increase, raising the 

absorption cross-section of non-fissile material in this region. The resultant 

decrease in the local multiplication constant, ~.will lessen the flux even 

more. 

In region A, the local multiplication constant wil I increase due 

to the decrease of non-fissile materials absorption cross-section. 

The intial flux tilt thus augments itself until the rate of decay 

of the increasing 1-135 concentration matches and becomes greater than the 

destruction of Xe-135 atoms by neutron absorption in region A. 

In region B, the flux level ceases to decrease and increases in 

magnitude since the rate of formation of Xe-135 from 1-135 decay has lessened. 

The thermal flux distribution will oscillate in a see-saw fashion 

between these two parts of the core, as will the power distribution since it 

is directly proportional to flux in the fuelled portion of the core. The 

total power on the other hand remains constant. 
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The above interplay does not, however, automatically make a system 

unstable with respect to xenon; the following physical features of the core 

are important: 

{a) A high thermal flux level is prerequisite to xenon instability. The 

reason being that a high flux level imp! ies a high iodine concentration, 

hence a potentially high xeno~ concentr~tion. 

(b) The physical size of the core, or rather the physical size in units of 

the neutron migration length, is important because it affects the 

probability that a neutron born in one subregion of the core will migrate 

to another subregion and initiate fission there. The lower this 

probability is the more will the two subregions act as independent reactors. 

The physical size is also important in determining the leakage of neutrons 

from the system, the greater the leakage the more stable the reactor will be. 

{c) The more flattened the flux distribution is the smaller is the margin 

against xenon instability due to the low leakage in the flattened 

subregion. 

(d) A positive power coefficient (increase in reactivity with power) enhances 

xenon instability because it augments the effect of variation in the xenon 

concentration. 

With reference to the above points, the pertinent Pickering data and 

characteristics are (also meaningful for Bruce due to these basic similarities): 

(a) xenon destruction due to neutron absorption is up to 14 times that due to 

radioactive decay; 

(b) the length of the core is about 30 times the neutron migration length 

while the diameter is even greater; 

(c) the radial and axial form factors of the actual core are respectively 

0.791 and 0.702; the corresponding numbers for the unflattened core are 

respectively 0.591 and 0.635; and 
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(d) in equilibrium fuel conditions, the fuel temperature coefficient is only 

slightly negative while the fresh fuel condition has a fuel temperature 

coefficient which is more negative, thereby increasing the stability of 

the reactor. 

These xenon-induced flux oscillations are usually divided into four 

types: fundamental, azimuthal, radial and axial instabilities. 

Oscillations in the fundamental mode results in a uniform fractional 

change in the thermal neutron flux level throughout the core; consequently, 

the total reactor power will oscillate correspondingly. Any positive control 

action will counter~ct this type of oscillation and for this reason nothing 

more will be said about fundamental mode instabilities in the Bruce and 

Pickering reactors. 

Axial, azimuthal, and radial oscillations in the thermal fl~x may 

take place at constant total reactor power; therefore, these types of 

oscillations pose more stringent requirements on the control action than does 

oscillation in the fundamental mode. 

Oscillations in the first axial and first azimuthal modes manifest 

themselves by cyclic redistribution of xenon between two halves of the core: 

in the former case, the core being divided into tvJo axial halves; in the 

latter case, the core being divided into two halves by any radial plane. (See 

figure 1 for the form of the variations in the different modes.) 
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2. MATHEMATICAL FORMALISM 

Since the Bruce and Pickering reactors are large thermal reactors, 

a one-group diffusion theory analysis is thought to be sufficient for this 

stabi1 ity study. The thermal flux satisfies 

+ = 0 (2. 1) 

where the delayed neutrons have been neglected because of their disproportion

aRety sma 11 time constant compared to the time constant for a .xenon 

oscillation. It can be seen from the above relation that at any time the 

shape of the thermal neutron distribution is determined by the spatial dis-
2 

tr i but ion of B • 

equations: 

The concentration of 1-135 and Xe-135 is governed by the following 

d I 
dt 

dXe 
dt 

= 

= 

. (2. 2) 

cr .0Xe xe (2.3) 

where Xe and I are the concentrations of xenon and iodine, respectively. 

yxe and v1 are their absolute yields in atoms per fission of the fuel. Axe 

and AI are their associated decay constants. crxe is the microscopic 

absorption cross-section for xenon and Ef is the macroscopic fission cross

section for the fuel. The saturated iodine concentration is from (2.2) setting 

dl 
dt = 0 

I = sat 
(2 .4) 
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Likewise, when (2.4) is substituted in (2.3) and 

the saturated xenon concentration 

dX 
dt = 0, it is found that 

X = sat 
( Y1 + Yxe ) ~f ~ 

Axe + crxe ~ 
(2.5) 

For very high flux levels, this last expression has the value 

= 
y + y ) ~f ( I xe (2.6) 

Now, if (2.2) and (2.3) are divided through by (2.6), the following relations 

occur: 

d i 
dt 

dx 
dt-

= crxe ~ 111 = AI (2. 7) 

= "A I i + cr ~ 1J. - A X - cr (JX xe xe xe xe (2.8) 

where i and X are the concentrations of iodine dnd xenon relative to that of 

the saturation xenon concentration at very high flux. 

fractions 
111 and l1xe are the 

and respectively. 

It is assumed that all perturbations are small and the following quantities 

undergo oscillations about their equilibrium value 

·'· ~1 (J = (J" + (2. 9) 

B2 z··· 1 xl (2.10) B " + aT~ + a xe 
i'( xl (2. ll) X = X + 

'k . 1 (2. 12) = + I 
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where the asterisk (*) quantities are solutions of the unperturbed equations, 

and those which are primed are the small perturbations. aT and a express · xe 
the dependence of B2 resulting from changes in flux and Xe-135 concentrations, 

respectively. 

If expressions (2.9) through (2. 12) are substituted into equations 

(2.1), (2.7) and (2.8), the following set of equations result: 

(2. 13) 

where ~ 1 aT~l and ~ 1 a x1 have been neglected inthis I inear analysis as xe 
negl igib1e second order effects. 

~'r d j 1 ... 1 ·* f.. • I di 
~ "crxei-L I (2.14) Cit + crt = + ~ crxei-Lt All II 

* dXl +cr £)1 dX ~·· A . 1 -;'~ * 
crt + = AI j ' + II + cr f) J.k - A X - Axe dt xe xe xe 1-Lxe xe 

, ......... ... 1 1 ... 
tl "x" ~-- f) X" (2. 15) - cr - cr X - crxe xe xe 

xl 

where again the second order term cr tl 1x1 has been neglected. xe This approx-

imation is good since near the oscillation threshold the perturbation is 

indeed small and the product of two small disturbances will be completely 

neg I i g i b 1 e. 

Subtracting the unperturbed equations (2.1), {2.7) and (2.8) from 

these last three equations respectively yields 

::: 
I 

f:Jr:J 1-Lt xe 
• . I 

- fl. I 
I 

(2. 16) 

(2. 17) 



I I I I ~'( cr X';'~"' I f.-
1

i +cr !11.1 -f.- X -cr X£)- 1J xe xe xe xe xe (2.18) 

( wt Since these equations are linear, solutions with time dependence e ) are 

sought. That is, 

(11 (Ill wt = e (2. 19) 

. 1 . I I wt 
I = I e (2.20) 

x• X II rut = e (2.21) 

If these last three expressions are substituted in equations (2. 16) through 

(2.18), the following relations are obtained after dividing through by ewt 

. 11 
WI 

11 
wx = 

+ 
~·~ 1 I + £) a X xe 

11 ~·( 
- cr ll X xe 

= 

"'~·~ 11 cr 1J X xe 

0 (2.22) 

(2. 23) 

(2.24) 

""11 xlt d . 11 h b . l. d d d . f 1J , an 1 , t e pertur at1on amp 1tu es are now expan e 1n terms o 

orthonormal eigen-functions gi 

£) 11 
~ A· I gi (2.25) 
I 

X 11 = r X. 9. (2. 26) 
i I I 

7 

These eigen-functions satisfy the boundary condition 9j = 0 at the extrapolated 

surface of the bare reactor and are solutions of 
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( t:/ + B *2 ) g • + ~ 2 . g . = 0 
1 I 1 

(2.27) 

The fundamental solution is the unperturbed flux shape since ~ 0 
is zero a·nd g is proportional to the unperturbed flux. ~ 2 . is the eigen-

o 1 

value of the equation. 

From (2. 23) 

£) 11 
crxe l.l.t 

= • 11 
1 

w + "'' 
(2. 28) 

Substituting this last expression (2.28) along with (2.25) and (2.26) into 

{2.22) and (2.24) results in 

l·-/gi B ~··29 i ~ t/"a 
-;'( 

(2.29) ~ A. + + t X.g. + (J aT ~ A.g. = 0 
I I xe I I I j I I 

AI ~ A.g. cr ~.~., 

w t X.g. 
I I I xe + t A.g. = cr l.l.xe j I I w +AI xe i I I 

-·· -Axe~ X
1
·9

1
·- cr fJ"l! X.g.- cr r,A.g.X""' 

I Xe i I I xe i I I 
(2.30) 

If equations (2.29) and (2.30) are multiplied through by g. and integrated 
J 

over the reactor volume and (2.27) is employed, they become 

2 
~ • A. 

I j 
+a ~ X.j' l''g.g. dV +aT t A.s tJ-;"g.g. dV = 0 

xe j I I j 1 I I J 
(2. 3 I) 

I V 

wX. 
J 

= 
AI 

--- A . cr 11. + cr A • 11 - A X • w + A 
1 

J xe~" I xe J ~"xe xe J 

cr ,:;x. 
xe j 1 

(' 
i ..... 

J (J"g.g. dV-
---' I j 
v 

crxe t A. s X ~·•g . g. dV 
i I I j 

v 

(2.32) 
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Making the following symbo I i c changes 

I" J ··- 2 0. = 0" gj dV (2.33) 
J 

0 .. ( ··- dV (2.34) ) 0" g.g. 
lj l J 

-;': 2 X. = X g. dV (2.35) 
J -· J 

\ 

- ~·: 
X .. = X g.g. dV (2.36) 

lj l J 

allows (2.31) and (2.32) to be rewritten. 

(- ~: + aT0.)A. + a X. 0. + t (a 0 .. X. + aT0 .. A.) = 0 (2.37) 
J J J xe J J i¢j xe IJ 1 IJ I 

(w + A. + cr 0.)X. +cr l X. - IJ.xe 
-~.,~, I A. xe xe J J xe J w+t..l J 

+ L: (cr X .0. . + cr A. X .. ) = 0 
·.1.· xe 1 lJ xe 1 IJ 
'""J 

(2.38) 

Equations (2.37) and (2.38) form a homogeneous, I inear set of 

equations for A. and X.. The cross-product terms 0 .. and X .. are very small 
J J IJ IJ 

because of the orthogonality condition and are identically zero for a perfectly 

flat flux distribution. The power distributions for Bruce and Pickering in 

our simplified analysis are approximately 60 percent flat and the cross-

product terms are assumed negligible. Setting the determinant of the 

coefficients in (2.37) and (2.38) to zero defines a quadratic equation for the 

unknown inverse period of oscillation w. 

by the equation 

2 + bw + c 0 Ul 

where 
a xe = 

0 xe 
b x, + A. + 0 tJ. xe xe J (- ~ ~ 

J 

The possible values of ware defined 

(2.39) 

f'). (X. - ~xe) J J (2. 40) 
+ aT 0j) 

:<· 
'· 



and c f... f... + a D. + xe 
2 

J 
{ 

a axe tL(l 

I xe xe J (- 1:: •· 
<> J + aT 

- X.) } J 

D. ) 
J 
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(2. 41) 

A positive value of b is a stable situation since the oscillatiotts 

will die away. A negative value on the other hand leads to an osCillatory 

behaviour growing exponentially with time and is therefore an unstable condition. 

The threshold of instability can thus be found by setting b = 0 

1/ 
a a D. (X. - l-1xe) 

+ aTDj 
xe xe J J = 

J 
"-, + "-xe +cr D. 

:<e j 

(2.42) 

1:: 2 
-a (X. - l-1xe) 

"' . = xe J + aT D. 
J "-r +A. j 

+ _xe 
(2. 43) 

axe Dj 

I-
aTDj = a ...,.. (D. ) + 

xe ; J 
(2.44) 

2 The eigenvalues ~. from (2.27) are identical to the difference in 

buckling of the ijth mode ofJ the flux distribution and the fundamental mode. 

These differences in buckling, call them f...~., depend on the flux shape and the 
IJ 2 

reactor size. However, the righthand side of (2.43) shows A. .. depends primarily 
IJ 

on flux level and secondarily on flux shape. 

reactor, 

relative 

Since D. is the steady-state value of the effective flux in the 
. J 

the approximation that X. is equal to the steady-state value of xenon 
J 

to the xenon concentration at a high flux level D. is made. 
J 

(y' +y ) rf D. I (y, + yxe) ~f 
X. = xe 1 (2.45) 

J "'}, +a D. 0 xe xe xe J 

(2 .46) 
1 + f... Ia D. xe xe J 
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This approximation 1s good, since D. and X. are averages taken over 

the same weighting function. Replacing the ~ymbol i. by the steady-state flux 
J 

level D 

~xe 
f (D) 

I + A. /cr D xe xe = 
A I +A 

1 + xe 
crxe D 

(2.47) 

A 1 h b . . M2 M2 t 2 , 2 so, t e su st1tut1ons axe= -axe , aT =aT , ~ j = ~ij are 

made where a is the reactivity load held by saturated xenon at very high flux 
xe 

level. The negative sign appears since the change in system reactivity with 

Xe-135 concentration is negative where, as defined a is the xenon load, a xe 
positive quantity. aT is the power coefficient in terms of reactiv.Hy change 

per unit flux, and M2 is the migration area. The resulting stability criterion 

is the trancendental equation 

= 
M2 '2 

A •• 
IJ (2.48) f (D) 

where D is the flux level at which undampened xenon oscillations occur. At 

the oscillation threshold, the period is given by 2n/c 112 , where C is defined 

as in (2.41). 

The function f(D) is negative when the flux level is such that the 

xenon burnoff is equal to or less than its direct formation from fission. If 

the reactor is to be operated below this flux level, it will be stable with 

respect to xenon oscillations for all core sizes. The value of f(D) then 

increases monotonically with flux level and saturates at very high flux levels 

to a value of (I - ~ ),which has a value of approximately 0.95 which varies 
xe 

with fuel composition. From equation (2.48) it can be seen qualitatively hov1 

the power coefficient aT affects the threshold flux level. A positive value 

of O'T lowers the value of f(D) and therefore the instability flux threshold, 
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and if large enough can cause instability without the xenon. A negative aT 

raises the threshold level, and if large enough can eliminate the possibility 

of xenon oscillations altogether. As previously stated, whenever a flux 

perturbation is introduced into a reactor, the fundamental as well as the 

higher mode flux distributions 

determine the magnitude of ~~
IJ 

distributions of the different 

are altered. These altered distributions 

(see Figure l for the form of these altered 

modes). What determines whether these flux 

oscillations lead to an unstable xenon distribution is the magnitude and sign 

of the parameters aT and a xe. 
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The fuelled reactor core consists of 480 channels, each 600 em in 

length with a lattice pitch of 28.575 em. Each channel has the geometrical 

configuration given in Table 1. In reality, these 480 channels are divided 

into 3 zones, two of which differ only in the coolant temperature by 6°C. 

This small difference will be neglected, and these two zones combined into what 

is ca11ed zone 2. Zone 1, also known as the flattened zone, is comprised of 

the innermost 216 channels within a radius, RF' of 237 em. Zone 2 extends from 

RF to the radius of the fuelled core, RC = 353 em; and contains the remaining 

264 channels. See Table 2 for the core data. The zonal powers shown in this 

table are the rates of energy transferred to the coolant which are 95% of the 

actual fission powers. The fuel in each channel is pushed through the reactor 

core only once, thus the irradiation (product of flux level and exposure time) 

for a reactor operating in the steady-state critical condition increases along 

the channel to a value te'rmed discharge exposure. To counteract this skewing 

effect on the flux, the fuel is pushed through in opposite directions in 

adjacent channels so the axial exposure distribution is approximately constant 

if two adjacent channels are considered together. This fuelling procedure 

along with relatively small variations in fissile atom concentrations over the 

residency of the fuel in the reactor enables a single fuel composition to be 

e~ployed over any region where the terminal irradi~tion and corresponding 

burnup is constant. In order for the reactor to operate at the rated power of 

2375 MW (thermal) and not to exceed the fuel pencil rating of 48 W/cm, the 

neutron flux and power distributions are flattened radially. This is achieved 

by adjusting the fuel I ingrate of the inner 216 channels to give a d~scharge 

exposure of 2.96 neutrons/kilo-barn, at which the reactivity is just sufficient 

to provide excess neutrons to compensate for axial leakage. The fuelling 

rates within the outer 264 channels are adjusted according to the average 

neutron flux over the channel so as to obtain a uniform terminal exposure of 
I 

2.06 neutron~/kilo-barn, at which the reactivity associated with this burnup 

is sufficient to give a critical system. The radial flux and power distribu

tions shown in Figure 2 were calculated from a modified one-group diffus
1
ion 

theory code POOOFBURN for the reflected Bruce reactor. The jump in the power 

distribution is due to the different fuel compositions of the two zones. 

Since the lattice properties are uniform along the axial direction, the axial 

flux and power distributions correspond to a cosine function. See Figure 3. 
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Since the stability criterion was derived using one-group diffusion theory for 

a bare thermal reactor, the actual radial flux distribution is not applicable. 

A new flux distribution was developed by solving the one-group neutron diffusion 

equation for the bare homogeneous reactor taking account of the reflector by 

an extrapolated radius, RE. Thus although the two flux distributions are 

radically different outside the fuelled core, they are to a good approximation 

physically similar within the fuelled region. This analytically derived flux 

distribution is also shown in Figure 2. Note that in this latter distribution 

the flux is assumed flat over all of zone 1, while thePOOOFBURNflux distribution 

begins to decrease at a value less than the flattened radius RF of zone I. 

The lattice parameters are taken from the computer code POWDERPUFS-V 

while the microscopic cross sections employed follow the Westcott convention 

for averaging over the neutron energy spectrum • 

.... 
cr •• (r,T) 

IJ n 

.... 
= cr .• ( 2200) J g .. ( T ) + r S .. ( T ) t 

IJ l IJ n IJ n f 
...... (3. I) 

where j denotes the process, absorption or fission, and i denotes the isotope 

specification. Tn and rare the neutron spectrum characteristics of the ~uel. 

The g .. (T) factors are given in terms of a polynomial expansion as are the 
1 J n 

S .. (T ) 
•J n 

9 
g .. (T) = ~ a .. l-l 

IJ n L IJ n 
k:::l 

9 
S .. ( T ) = ~ b .. Tk- I 

IJ n L IJ n 
k=l 

...... (3. 2) 

...... (3 . 3) 

The expression in brackets of (3. 1) essentially represents the variation in 
A 

. cross section with respect to neutron temperature. The effective flux, ~eff' 

used in POWDERPUFS( 4) is the 2200 m/sec flux statistically weighted over the 

core. The reaction rates used to calculate the lattice parameters are obtained 

by averaging the macroscopic cross-sections over the channel exposure distri

bution for discharge exposures, WT, of 2.96 and 2.06 neutrons/kilo-barn for 
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the inner and outer zones respectively. The cross sections entering into the 

burnup equations are those pertaining to the exposure interval. 

" -cr.·. (Llw) 
IJ 

= ~- .{2200){g .. (T{Llw)) + r(t;;} S .. (T(t;W))} 
IJ IJ IJ 

...... (3. 4) 

The lattice parameters at any exposure, WT' are calculated on the basis of the 

average of the accumulated exposure interval macroscopic fuel cross section up 

to the exposure WT = Thus 

n 

= .!. ~ jr; {N.(fl; > ~- .(Llw>}l 
n L i 1 r IJ r ~ 

r=l 

...... (3. 5) 

where is the type of isotope., j is the type of cross section, and flW is the 
r 

average exposure interval where there are n exposure intervals in the 1 ife of 

the fuel. The absorption cross sections, fa(WT), for each componm t of the 

lattice cell are then volume averaged to give a representative cell cross

section. The macroscopic fission cross-section ff(WT) is also volume averaged 

to give a uniform fission cross section across the cell. 

The radial power form factor is found from POOOFBURN(lO) to be 0.85 

while the axial power form factor is 0.649. 

,) 
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The one-group diffusion equation to be solved for the bare cylindrical 

reactor is 

= 0 (4. I) 

where D is the diffusion coefficient, r,a is the macroscopic thermal absorption 

cross-section and k is the effective multiplication constant. Equation (4. 1) 

can be rearranged as 

+ = 0 (4. 2) 

2 
where B is the geometric buck! ing of the core and identical to the materials 

buckling for a critical reactor. The axial flux is found to be a simple 

cosine distribution when the flux is separated into radial and axial eigen-

functions and the latter is evaluated from (4.2)(see Figure 3). 

flux is determined from 

= 0 

The radial 

(4.3) 

2 
where~ is the radial Laplacian. The general solution of this zero order, 

ordinary Bessel equation in cylindrical geometry is 

~ (r). = AJ (~ r) 
0 

+BY (f3r) 
0 

(4. 4) 

where A and B are constants to be determined from the boundary conditions. 

The radial flux will now be divided into two distinct regions, (see Figure 2). 

The first extends from r = 0 to r = RF with the boundary conditions ~(0) = 1 

and ~(RF) = 1. that is a perfectly flat flux distribution normalized to 1.0. 

~I (r) = 1, where the subscript 1 denotes region one,obviously satisfies these 

requirements. In region two, RF < r < Rc' the boundary conditions are 

~ (RF) = (4. 5) 

~ (RE) = 0 (4.6) 

d~ (RF) = 0 (4. 7) 

dr 
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Expression {4.6) assumes the monotonically decreasing flux takes 

the value zero at a radius, RE' greater than the radius, Rc' of the fuel Jed 

core but as yet unknown. Expression (4.7) is the zero leakage from region 

one condition. The radial buckling of region two 2 is ~ 2 . Substituting (4.4) 

into (4.5)' (4. 6) and (4.7) yields 

AJo (~2RF) + BY o (~ 2RF) = 

AJ9 (~2RE) + BY o ($2RE) = 0 

-AJl (~2RF) BY 1 (~ 2RF) = 0 

Eliminating A from (4.8) and (4.9), results in 

B = 

Substituting this into (4.9) results in 

A = 

Expression (4.4) now becomes,for region two 

f}2 (r) = 
yo (~ 2 R E) J o (~ 2 r) J o (~ 2 R E) yo (S 2 r) 

Yo(SzRE) Jo~2RF) - Yo($2RF) Jo(~2RE) 

Also, from (4,9) and (4. 10), the relation 

Jo (~ 2RE) 

Yo(S2RE) 

Jl(S2RF) 

y 1 (S2RFr 

(4. 8) 

(4. 9) 

(4.10) 

(4. 11) 

(4. 12) 
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is obtained. Note ~ 2 and RE are as yet unknown quantities. 

The average to maximum radial power form factor is from the actual 

flux distribution of the reflected reactor shown in Figure 2, ~ = 0.85, p . 
where~ is the symbol for the form factor. This will be equated with the p . . 
power form factor derived using expression (4.11) for the thermal flux. The 

power is directly proportional to the flux in the fuelled portion of the reactor, 

and so 

~c 
./ 
0 

2rrr ~ (r) d r 

2rrr d r 

= 0.85 (4.13) 

after the flux has been normalized to a maximum value of 1.0 and, as before, 

R is the radius of the fuelled core. After substituting (4.11) into (4.13) c 
and employing (4.12) as well, the two unknowns $ 2 andRE can be solved for 

using an iterative technique. These are evaluated in Appendix I and are 
-2 

found to be ~ 2 = 1.119 x 10 and RE = 393 em. 

The one-group diffusion equation for the higher flux modes can be 

written for the radial flux distribution as 

is the 
2 

A... is 
IJ 

fundamental. 

the relation 

2 
V' ~ •• (r) 

IJ 
+ 

2 2 (K +A. .. )~ .. (r) 
0 IJ IJ 

= 0 (4. 14) 

radial Laplacian of the fundamental mode, and is identical to 

the difference between the buckling of the ijth mode and the 

If A.~~ is the buckling of this higher mode flux di5tribution, 
IJ 

'2 
\ .. 

IJ 
= K

2 2 
+A. .• 

0 IJ 
(4. I 5) 

is evident, and the solution of (4.14) will be identical in form with the 



'2 2 solution of (4.3)' replacing \ .. with a . 
IJ 

In region one, the buck! ing of the fundamental mode is zero, so 

'2 
A.. 

IJ 
= 2 

),. .. 
IJ 
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In region two, (4.15) holds with a~. the radial buck! ing of zone two 

r~placing K~. For various values of RF/RE' the radial buck! ing differences, 

),. .. , for region two, have been evaluated and tabulated (3) (see Table 4). 
IJ 

In the present case 

= 237 
393 

= 0.603, 

(A.01 RE)
2 

from Table 4 is 5.24, and so A.~ 1 = 3.39 x 10-S for the first azimuthal mode. 

Similarly, (A.02 RE) 2 = 14.25 yielding A.;2 = 9.22 x 10-S for the second 

The first radial mode has an even higher value of (A. 10 RE)
2 

azimuthal mode. 

and will be investigated only if the second azimuthal mode proves to be 

unstable. As mentioned before, the axial flux distribution is COS(az) 

I . f h 2 h . 1" (-rrH)2, norma rzed to a maximum flux o l.O,and were~ is t e axral buck 1ng, 

of the fundamental mode where H is the length of the reactor core, 600 em. 
2n )2 The first axial mode buck! ing is ( 1f , and so the buck! ing difference 

n ) 2 2 between the first axial mode and the fundamental is (4-I)(H ="-AI" 
2 2 

Note the higher axial modes have greater ),.A values. With H = 600 em, "-AI is 

8.24 x 10~ 5 • It can be seen that if this .mode proves to be stable so will 

all the azimuthal modes other than the first and all the radial modes by virtue 
2 

of their higher A_ •• values. 
IJ 

The equilibrium fuel parameters wi II be evaluated first. An average 

burnup of the discharged fuel over the entire fuelled core is 9834 MWd/TeU, 

and the terminal exposure associated with this value of burnup is 2.4 neutrons/ 

Ki I a-barn. The irradiation dependent parameters will be extracted from 

POWOERPUFS-V (4) at this discharge irradiation. 
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As derived, the stability criterion is 

= f (.0) (4. 16) 

where .0 is the Westcott (2200 m/sec) flux statistically weighted over the core. 

1\ 

.0eff = J 03 dV/· f0 2 dV 
v " 

M
2 

is the migration area of the core and, in modified one-group theory, equals 

the slowing down area L
2 

plus the diffusion area L~. These values are 
s 2 2 

tabulated in Table 2; and M is found to be 375.29 em • 

aT is the power or temperature coefficient of reactivity usually 

in units of reactivity per °C, where the temperature is that of the particular 

component affecting the reactivity. These components are usually considered 

as comprising the overall temperature coefficient, these are due to temperature 

changes in fuel, coolant and moderator. Expression (4. 16) was derived using 

simple perturbation theory and is therefore valid only for small deviations in 

the flux. Since the temperature of the component wil I be sensitive to these 

small flux oscillations, it will deviate only slightly from its nominal 

operating value and aT must be calculated with this in mind. The coolant and 

moderator changes are second order effects and for small deviations in flux 

are completely negligible compared to the fuel temperature coefficient. Since 

aT' for the present study must be in units of reactivity per unit flux, the 

following technique will be used to evaluate it. In Figure 4, the reactivity 

change versus a change in fuel temperature from its nominal operating value of 

870°C is plotted. In order that ~T be representative of small deviations in 

flux, a tangent is drawn to the curve at the origin and the slope of this 1 ine 

will give a first approx:imation Xo aT. The flux is assumed to be Westcott, 

statistically weighted value of f}eff = 10.11 x 10 13 neutrons/cm
2
-sec at the 

operating fuel temperature of 870°C. The flux is assumed to decrease to zero 

when the fuel temperature reaches the coolant temperature fo 274°C, a change of 

596°C. The system reactivity change from Figure 4 for this change in fuel 

temperature is -1.6 milli-k. 

correct units of ~T is 

The slope of the tangent after converting to the 



X 
596oC 

which is -1.583 x Jo- 17 in reactivity per unit flux. 

axe· is defined as. the amount of reactivity held by xenon at high 

flux; in other words, the xenon reactivity· load. The related quantity 

~keff/keff is calculated where ~keff is the change in the effective multi

pi ication constant due to the presence of Xe-135. a is related to this xe 
val Lie as 

axe = 

This is calculated in Appendix 2, the result being 

2 I 

= 
~r, aF 

T -~ (4.17) 

a 

~taF is replaced by the Xe-135 macroscopic absorption cross-section extracted 

from POWDERPUFS-V(4), at a terminal exposure of 2.4 neutrons/Kilo-barn. 

Table 5 lists the values of the parameters in this equation. The first item 

is 28.3 mk, while the second is 0.5 mk, resulting in a , the reactivity load xe 
at high flux = 0.0278. 

Y is the yield of Xe-135 from fission of the fuel with terminal xef 
exposure 2.4 neutrons/Kilo-barn. Since the fuel is composed of three fissile 

isotopes 

= + 

(4. I 8) 

The vrf term is calculated in POWDERPUFS-V(4), normalized to the fresh fuel 

isotopic abundance of U-238 and is termed "yield". Therefore, 



Yxef (WT) = 
( N (WT) ~f (WT) v yxe) U-235 

, [N(o)J U-238 

N (WT) 
A -
cr f (WT) v yxe Pu-239 

+ 
[ N (0) J U-238 

( N (WT) df (WT) v y xel Pu-241 
+ (4. 19) 

[ N (0) J U-238 

See Table 5 for the numerical values of the three terms on the left-hand 

sideof (4.19). 
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The quantity~ f• the fractional Xe-135 yield from the fission of xe 
the fuel mixture is 

yxef 
= ~xef v + v 'xef T If 

and for equilibrium fuel conditions has the value 0.096. 

The quantity 

f (f)) = 
I + A I cr f) - ~xe 

xe xe 

is rearranged for the purpose of calculation as 

f (f}) = 
(a f)) 2 

xe 

{a f) + A + A. 1} xe xe 

(4. 20) 

(4.21) 
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I 2 
The former is designated as f(.0) and f(.0) in the calculations .. The 

following iterative procedure was followed. A value for the flux was guessed 

at and f(.0) evaluated. Using the stabi I ity criterion 

f (.0) (4.22) 

a new flux .0~~ was calculated. The two fluxes were then compared and the 

process continued until the two values of flux were identical. Table 6 I ists 

these iterations for equilibrium and fresh fuel. For the fresh fuel case, 

exT and ex ·are different in value but are calculated in the same manner. See 
xe 

Figure 4 for the variation in system reactivity with fresh fuel temperature 

changes. 

··~ 
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For the equilibrium fuel case, a flux of 2.689 x 10 13 neutrons/cm2-sec 

was found to satisfy the stability criterion. 

X-135 oscillations is therefore possible at 

lnstabil ity due to undampened 

2.689 X 10 13 
X 102 

10.11 X 10 13 = 26.6 percent 

of full power in the first azimuthal mode. The second azimuthal mode was 

investigated employing the stability criterion 

= 

M2 'A.2 
02 axe 

f (£') (5. I) 

The first term is negative while the second term is positive. 

Stability for all flux levels occurs if the flux calculated from (5.1) is 

negative when the highest possible value of f(il) is employed. 

f(il) occurs for infinite flux and is found to be 

1 - II. = 0.904 ""xe 

This value of 

after taking the 1 imit of (4.21) as flux approaches infinity. "-202 = 9.22 

x 10-5 and the flux calculated from 4.22 is -6 x 10 14 , indicating a stable 

system. Since larger values of 'A.~. succeeds only in pushing the flux to greater 
IJ 

negative values, ~II other azimuthal and radial modes are stable. In the 
2 -5 first axial mode J.. 11 = 8.24 x 10 , the flux calculated from (5.1) employing 

14 2 f(il) = 0.904, is -3.7 x 10 neutrons/em -sec indicating the first axial mode 

is stable as well as all other axial modes. 

For fresh fuel, a flux of 2.52 x 10 13 neutrons/cm2-sec satisfied the 

stability criterion indicating that xenon instability would occur at 

of full power. 

f (£') equa I to 

2.52 X 10 13 
X 102 

10.11 X 10 13 
= 24.9 percent 

The second azimuthal mode when investigated using (5. l) with 
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1 - J..l.xe = 1 - 0.0341 0.9659 

and aT and~ corresponding to the fresh fuel values proved to be stable 
xe 13 2 

since~ was -6.1 x 10 neutrons/em -sec. The 
14 2 stable since~= -3.8 x 10 neutrons/em -sec. 

first axial mode also proved 

All higher azimuthal, axial, 

and radial modes are thus stable in the fresh fuel condition. 

All .the quantities in 

design quantities except:\~ .• 

the stability criterion (5. I) are known 

This was calculated for a reactor flux dis-
lj 

tribution of a bare rather than a reflected reactor. This parameter depends 

on flux shape and, as mentioned previously, this was thought to be of secondary 

importance. The predominant factor was flux level. To find out just how 

sensitive flux shape was on stability, another case was carried out with RE 

fixed at the radius at which the actual reflected reactor flux distribution 

went to zero. An RF and ~ 2 are then found by solving (4. 12) and each pair 

of parameters inserted in (4. 13) until an RF and ~ 2 consistent with both 

equations are found. The steps in this iterative procedure are listed Jn 
-3 Table ]. Values of RF = 208.5 em and ~ 2 = 8.3 x 10 were found. 

RF 208.5 0.491; (:>..01 R ) 2 6.00; and = lfZ6 = = 
RE E 

2 
3.31 X 10-5 

A.ol = 

When this value of A.~l was used in the equi I ibrium fuel case, keeping all 

other parameters constant, (see Table 8 for the steps in the iterative process) 

a flux level of 2.574 x 10 13 neutrons/cm2-sec was found to satisfy the stability 

criterion, or 

of ful I power. 

2.574 X 10 13 
X 10

2 

10.11 X 10 13 
= 25.5 percent 

This is very close to the value 26.6 percent for a different 

flux shape supporting the claim that the shape of the flux is relatively 

unimportant in computing a flux level at which instability occurs. It also 

provides a reliable lower limit on this instability level without having to 



define a flattened radius initially. An RE can be used equal to that 

extrapolated radius of the actual reflected distribution and then an RF and 

~ 2 consistent with (4.12) and ~.13) can be solved for (see Tables 6 and 8) 

26 
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The physical dimensions of the Pickering reactor are smaller than in 

Bruce, the .total number of channels being 390 compared to 480 for the latter. 

The core radius corresponding to 390 channels is 318.4 em, and the length of 

each channel is 594.4 em. The channel lattice pitch of 28.575 em remains the 

same for the two reactor configurations although the actual composition of a 

channel differs from one reactor to the other (see Table 1). Table 9 contains 

other pertinent core data. 

With Bruce, the actual radial flux distribution, although possessing 

the characteristic rise in thermal flux at the boundary between the reflector 

and the core, was actually quite flat over a radius not greatly different from 

the radius of zone one, and this shape did not vary axially. Therefore, a 

flattened radius was easily defined and a radius REwa~ then solved for by 

equating flux form factors for the actual and the analytically derived dis

tribution. 

The Pickering flux distribution is flattened by the introduction of 

adjuster rods, not by a variation in fuel burnup. As a result, the flux dis

tribution experiences depressions both radially and axially near these rods and 

peaking between two adjacent ones. Further away from the rods, the flux is 

smoothened considerably. See Figures 5 and 6 for the radial and axial flux 

shapes, respectively. The effect of this flux distribution on a neutron is 

similar to the flattened distribution since in both cases a neutron does not 

tend to diffuse out of the central core region. However, it is very difficult 

to define a flattened radius which would have the same overall physical effect 

as these distributions shONn in Figures 5 and 6. In Bruce, it was found ·that 

the threshold power level did not vary markedly with flux shape; if an extra

polated radius RE was chosen to be equal to the radius at which the actual 

reflected distribution went to zero and then an RF was solved for by equating 

power form factors, the threshold power level was only one percent lower than 

the other technique. Therefore, it is assumed that a lower 1 imit on the power 

threshold for Pickering can be found by setting RE = 389 em, which is the 

reflected reactor flux distribution zero-flux radius, and by equating power 

form factors, an RF representative of the actual flux distribution could be 

found. 
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A second method of evaluation RF was also employed. This involved 

trying to find a representative value of RF initially, keeping in mind that 

the shape of the flux in the radial direction varied at each axial position. 

Clearly what was needed were the power levels in each channel integrated along 

the axis of the reactor (see Figure 7). It is seen that the integrated 

channel powers increase in the horizontal direction to a maximum before falling 

off in the direction of the core boundary. In the vertical direction, a 

steady decrease in channel powers is evident from the horizontal center! ine to 

the bottom of the core boundary, at first gradually and then more rapidly. An 

effective flattened radius, RF' was determined by equating the total area in 

which a neutron does not tend to diffuse outward from the central core region 

to nR:. The crossed 1 ine in Figure 7 describes what is thought to be a good 

approximation of the flattened area .. RF calculated from this area was found 

to be 168.3 em •. 

In the axial direction, also, the flux experiences flatte~jng due to 

the presence of the adjuster rods. What was done in this case was to assume 

that this flux could be replaced by a flattened cosine distribution. An 

analytical expression for the flux was developed and assuming an extrapolated 

length, zE' equal to one half the actual extrapolated height of 604 em, and 

equating the axial flux form factors in the core of the actual and the analytically 

derived distributions, a representative flattened length, zF' of 45.1 em was 

calculated. It was assumed that this method would provide a lower 1 imit on 

the instability threshold for the first axial mode. 

As in Bruce, the fuel I ing scheme is a once-through bi-directional 

loading and the terminal irradiation and corresponding fuel burnup are constant 

over the entire core (see Table 9 for values). Thus, a single fuel composition 

is employed over the entire core and the power distribution is direction pro

portional to the thermal flux. The flattening is achieved, therefore, in a 

different manner to Bruce. Eighteen vertical adjuster rods having a high 

absorption cross-section for thermal neutrons are employed to trim the flux. 

Figure 5 shows the exact position of these rods. The three pronounced dips in 

the thermal flux distribution in a plane through the adjuster rods are the 

result of the presence of these rods. The overall effect, near the rods, as 
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shown in Figure 5, is a flattened flux distribution. These flux maps were 

extracted from the two-group neutron diffusion code WHIRLAWAY-IV (9) for the 

reflected Pickering reactor. The lattice parameters used in the calculations 

are the time averaged ones calculated by POWDERPUFS (4) and, as in Bruce, the 

microscopic cross-sections follow the Westcott convention. The reaction rates 

used in ~alculating the lattice parameters are obtained as before by averaging 

the macroscopic cross-sections over the channel exposure distribution for a 

discharge exposure of 1.8 neutrons/Kilo-barn. The same averaging convention 

is employed. The radial power form factor is 0.791 while the axial direction 

is 0.702, giving an overall power form factor of 0.556. 
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An identical analysis to that developed in the section on calculations 

for the Bruce reactor leads to expressions {7.1) and (7.2). 

= 

Jo <e2RE) 

yo (~2RE) 
= 

Jl ($2RF) 

v 1 (ai:;r 

(7. 1) 

(7. 2) 

The radial power form facto~ as calculated for the actual reflected reactor flux 

distribution, is 0.791. Therefore, it is possible to write 

R 

tc 2nr 0(r) dr 

J
Rc .. 

2nr d r 

= 0.791 (7.3) 

0 

where flux has been normalized to a maximum value of 1.0. 

In the sectim on Reactor Description, it was mentioned that two 

methods were to be employed. The first assumes an RE,and (7.2) and (7.3) are 

solved iteratively to find values of the other unknown parameters a2 and RF. 

The second assumes an RF can be defined as in the case of Bruce, and a
2 

and RE 

are found by solving (7.2) and (7.3) simultaneously. See Appendix 3 for the 

calculation of these parameters for the two methods. Method one produces a 

value of RF = 147 em, and ~ 2 = 7.8 x 10-3 for an RE = 389 em; while the second 

method yields for an RF = 168.3 em, values of e2 = 9.3 x 10-3 and RE = 365 em. 
2 The parameters A·· as defined in the section on calculations for the Bruce 
lj 

reactor were evaluated from Hitchcock{3) (see Table 4). For the first method 

147 
= = 

389 0.378; = 6.846 and = 4.52 X 10-5 



for the first azimuthal mode. In the case of the second azimuthal mode, 

::::: 17.61 and 

In the first radial mode 

= 25.69 and 

2 
"-o2 = 

= 

-4 I. I 66 X I 0 

-4 1.7 X 10 

The first radial mode will be investigated only if the second 

azimuthal mode proves to be unstable. For the second method 

= 168.3 
365 

= o. 461; ::::: 6.21 and == 4.66 X 10-5 

The higher modes will be investigated only if method one proves them to be 

unstable, since method one provides a lower limit on the threshold power 

value. 

In the axial direction the flux is determined from 

2 2 v ~(z) + B ~(z) == 0 
n 

(7 .4) 

The general solution of this equatim in the axial direction is 

~ (z} = A SIN(B z) + Bcos (B z) n ·n (7. 5) 

where A and Bare constants to be determined from the boundary conditions. 
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Since the flux is symmetrical in the axial direction, z == 0 is taken 

to be the reactor centre, while the physical boundary of the core is at 

zE = 297.2 em. ~(z) is obviously equal to 1.0 in zone one extending from z = 0 

to z = zF' which is the flattened flux length. 

zone two are 

The boundary conditions in 
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l.O (7.6) 

(7. 7) 

(7. 8) 

The last three expressions become, after substituting for ~(z) from (7.5) 

= (7. 9) 

= 0 (7. 10) 

AB COS(B zF)- BB SIN(B zF). = 0 (7.11) n · n n n 

On dividing (7.10) and (7.11), the expression analogous to {7.2) is obtained, 

SIN(Bn zE) 

COS {BnzF) 

which can be rearranged to yield 

From (7.10) 

SIN(Bn zE) 

COS (Bn zE) 

= 

= 

A -B COS(Bn zE) 

SIN(Bn zE) 

and, substituting into (7. 5) 

COS(BnzE) 

SIN(BnzF) 

COS (Bn zF) 

SIN(Bn zF) 
(7. 12) 

= 



and B = 

and-therefore 

A = 

Therefore, final1y 

= 
COS(Bnz)_ SIN(BnzE) - SIN(Bnz) COS(BnzE) 

SIN(BnzE) COS(Bn~F) - COS(BnzE) SIN(BnzF) · 
(7. 13) 

The axial power form factor is 0.702 and the expression analogous 

to (7 .3) is 

z 
-~c 

2. I .fl(z).dz 

.)0 
0.702 (7. I 4) = z 

~C 

2. dz 
_; 

'o 
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where (7. 13) is used for .fl(z). In this case zE is set equal to the value of 

z at which the actual flux distribution goes to zero. This value is 302 em. 

A zF and Bn are found that satisfy (7. 12). Each pair is then tested to see 

if it satisfies expression (7.14). See Appendix 4 for the evaluation of 

(7. Jl•) and the iterative scheme employed. zF and Bn were found to be 45.1 em 

and 0.00611, respectively. The parameter A~l for the first axial mode is 

found in the following way. Reference (l) lists for a one-dimensional pile 
. 2 2 

the parameter Aj =All I s
9 

plotted versus the percent flatness for a flattened 

sinusoidal flux distribution. 

0.149 = 14.9 percent flat. 
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2.625 from the graph in Reference (I ) • 2 
2.625 X B2 where AI "" "-I I 

::: 
g' 

B2 TI )2 ( TI ) 2 2.79 X 10-s = ::: = 
9 H 594.4 c 

for a one-dimensional pile. Therefore, t-~ 1 = 7.32 x 10-5 . 

The other parameters appearing in equation {4. 16) are evaluated 

next. 

M2 , the migration area, is equal to the sum of the thermal diffusion 

area L~ and the slowing down area L~. 

= = 2 2 1 • 3 I + I 54. 96 ::: 3 76.27 
2 em 

Cl , the xenon load at high flux is from Figure 8 for the e<jui 1 ibrium xe 
fuel case 0.028. This is also the value for the fresh fuel condition. 

CIT' for the fresh fuel condition is calculated by a method analogous 

to that used in Bruce. Figure 9 shows a graph of system reactivity versus 

change in fuel temperature from its nominal operating value of 730°C. The 

coolant temperature at zero flux is 249°C, and so for a fuel temperature change 

from this temperature, 249°C to its nominal operating value 730°, a change of 

48l°C, -the flux increases from zero to its operating statistically weighted 

lt/estcott value of 8.236 x 10 13 neutrons/cm2-sec. From Figure 9, drawing a 

tangent to the curve at the origin since we are considering small deviations in 

fuel temperature as in Bruce. The slope of this I ine, converting to the units 

of reactivity per unit flux yields CIT· 

-7.4 X J0-3 

481 °C X 

= -8.985 X 10-l] 

481 °C 

8.236 X 10 13 
2 

neutrons/em -sec 
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Similarly, for the equilibrium fuel condition ~Twas calculated to be 

~T = X 
481aC 2 

----------~neutrons/em -sec 
8.236 X 10 13 

= -3.157 X lo- 17 

To facilitate a check of the numerical results with the power threshold 

computed from SORGHUM(ll), a computer code which simulates reactor startup and 

is sensitive to Xe-135 oscillations, ~Twas set equal to zero and the calculations 

for an instability threshold repeated. 

~ , the fractional xenon yield was found by a method analogous to the xe 
one used in Bruce to be 0.0866 for the equilibrium fuel case, and 0.0341 for the 

fresh fuel case. See Table 11 for a resume of the pertinent parameters. 
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For the equilibrium fuel case concerning oscillatio11S in the first 

4 8 2 = 4 -5 azimuthal mode, RF = 1 7 em, RE = 3 9 em and r,.01 .52 x 10 . From Table 12, 
. 6 13 2 a flux of .5 x 10 neutrons/em -sec satisfied the stability criterion, and 

the corresponding power level is 

of full power. 

6.5 X 10 13 
X 102 

8. 236 X I 0 l3 
= 78.9 percent 

The second method employed with RF = 168.3 em, R = 365 em 
2 

and A.01 
5 E 13 

= 4.66 x 10- resulted in a threshold flux level of 7.94 x 10 neutrons/· 
2 em -sec, or 

].94 X 10 13 
X 10

2 

8.236 X 10 13 = 96.4 percent 

of full power. These results confirm the assumption based on the c~sults 

from Bruce. Setting an RE equal to the extrapolated radius of the actual flux 

distribution for the reflected reactor results in a lower 1 imit on the threshold 

power level for instability. The first axial mode using RF = 45.1 em, 

RE = 302 em and A.~ 1 = 7.32 x 10-5 proved to be stable. The result should be 

valid, since zE was set equal to the value 302 em, which is the zero flux half

height for the actual flux distribution of the reflected reactor, and it has 

already been shown that 

instability threshold. 

adopting this method gives a lower limit on the 

Since r,.~ 2 and "-~o for the second azimuthal and first 
2 rddial modes are greater than A. 11 for the first axial mode which is stable, and 

since f(D) is a monotonically increasing function, these higher modes wil I also 

be stable.' 

In the fresh fuel condition, ~T is more negative than the equilibrium 

fuel case and, as previously mentioned, this is a stabi 1 izing effect, and it is 

expected that the threshold power level for instability will be higher than the 

corresponding values for equilibrium fuel. When a computer program was run 

{no listing is given since it is essentially the same as that 1 isted in 

Appendix 6 with aT non-zero), it was found that no flux level satisfied the 

stabi 1 ity criterim, indicating the fresh fuel condition to be stable in all modes. 
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With ~T = 0 and the equilibrium fuel case condition, a short computer 

program listed in Appendix 5 is used to solve 

M
2 }.~. 

IJ f (f)) = 
~xe 

(8. J) 

A flux of 4.538 x 10 13 neutrons/cm2-sec was found to be the 
2 

threshold employing RF = 147 em, RE ~ 389 em and Aol = 4.52 x 

ins tab i I i ty f I ux 
-5 I 0 , that is 

method one, and the power level 

method with RF = 168.3 em, RE = 

threshold flux level of 4.946 x 

power. 

fu II power. 

4.66 X J0-5 
is 55 percent of 

2 
365 em and AOI = 
10 13 neutrons/cm2-sec, or 60 

The second 

resulted in a 

percent of full 
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The qualitative arguments in the introductory section of this report 

as to why Xe-135 oscillations might lead to an unstable situation in the Bruce 

and Pickering reactors have been, as a first approximation, substantiated. 

In the equilibrium fuel condition, the Bruce reactor was found to be 

unstable in the fundamental and first azimuthal modes, while stable operation 

was assured in the higher azimuthal, radial and axial modes. 

The fresh fuel condition was also found to be unstable only in the 

modes cited for the,equilibrium fuel condition, but the margin against 

instability was larger as it was found that these modes were unstable at a 

slightly higher power level. 

For Pickering, the modes were stable against Xe-135 oscillations in 

all but the fundamental and first azimuthal modes in the equilibrium fuel con-

clition. For fresh fuel, only the fundamental mode was unstable. 

The results also substantiated the premise that the power level at 

which instability occurred depended mainly on the flux size and only secondarily 

on flux shape. In the Bruce reactor, as the flattened radius was varied from 

208.5 to 237 em, a 13 percent change, the power threshold for Xe-135 instability 

varied about 5 percent. For Pickering, as the flattened radius was varied 

from 147 em to 168.3 em, a 12 percent change, the power threshold level varied 

about rs percent. 

It was stated that the more negative the fuel temperature power 

coefficient, the more stable the system would be ~gainst Xe-135 oscillations. 

In Bruce, the fresh fuel condition was unstable at a higher power level than the 

equilib-rium fuel condition, since here the Q'T value was more negative than the 

equi 1 ibrium Ct'T value. In Pickering, where Ct'T is also more negative in the 

fresh fuel condition, the reactor was found to be unstable for equi 1 ibrium fuel 

yet stable for fresh fuel. 
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In Section 7 it was stated that the threshold power level was to be 

calculated for the case ~T = 0 for equilibrium fuel, to facilitate a check of 

numerical results with SORGHUM (II). In section 8 the calculations led to a 

predicted instabi 1 ity power threshold of 60 percent. The computer results (12) 

show the power threshold for instability to be in fact only slightly higher 

than this predicted value. With this close agreement in this particular case, 

it is assumed the other predicted instability thresholds are good approximations 

of those for the actual physical system. 

It is recommended that to improve the accuracy of these calculations, 

the cross terms~ .. and X .. , which were neglected because of the orthogonality 
IJ IJ 

of the eigen-functions g., be evaluated by some numerical-integration technique. 
I 

These are in fact identically zero only for a perfectly flat flux distribution. 

For flux distributions which differ substantially from the fundamental geometrical 
2 82 f distribution, A·· =A. is found rom 
IJ J g 

2 
\/ g. 

J 
+ 2 B g. 

J 
+ A. B2 g. 

j g J 
= 

where s2 
is the space-dependent materials buckling. 

0 (C I) 

The fundamental flux 

distribution g (A = 0) can be determined by iteration techniques for which high 
0 0 

speed computer codes exist. 

determine A
1 

and g
1 

(13). 

Modification is required to adapt these codes to 

aT the dependence of the buck! ing on the flux could take into account 

the secondary effects due to variation in reactivity with moderator temperature 

and also changes in reactivity with coolant temperature, both of which were 

neglected in this analysis as negligible compared to the variation in reactivity 

with fuel temperature. 

Cl ·is only a one-energy group diffusion equation describing the 

problem. A two-energy group approach could be adapted to a computer solution 

of the problem and a stability criterion dependent on both fast flux and t~ermal 

flux would result. 
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As a final check on the results, the actual startup of these reactors 

wil 1 determine the actual power level at which they would become unstable;with 

respect to Xe-135, since control action will be initiated at a power level such 

that these modal oscillations are suppressed. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Evaluation of ~ 2 and RE 

In Figure 2, the power distribution is directly proportional to the 

flux in region two and then suffers a jump discontinuity, as it passes the 

boundary of region one and region two, to a· lower proportionality constant. 

This is due in the actual reactor to a difference in fuel composition between 

the two regions, the macroscopic fission cross-section times the energy per 

fission of the fuel mixture having a lesser value in region one. If power 

varies directly as flux in zone 2, it will vary in zone 1 as the flux times 

the ratio of the fission cross-sections and energy per fission of the two fuel 

mixtures. The ratio is 0.98,and therefore we have power directly proportional 

to 0.98 times the flux in region one. 

Expression (4.13) takes the form 

R 

2nr(0.98 ~I (r))dr + J-c 2n r ~ 2 ( r ) d r 

RF 

when ~(r) is broken up into its respective parts. 

0.98 
R 2 

F 

~ c 

2 
+ -

R 2 
c 

= 

~2 (r). rdr = 

I 0. 85 - 0. 98 :F: ! 
c 

= 0.85 

0.85 (A l. 1) 

R 2 
c 
2 

(A 1 • 2) 
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When the right-hand side of (Al.2) is evaluated from the core data 

in Table 2, it is found to have a value of 2.54 x 104 . With ~2 {r) equal to 

the expression (4.11), the left-hand side of (AI. I) becomes 

R 

f 
F 

(A 1.3) 

Denoting the denominator by the constant Q, {A1.3) can be rewritten 

X 
1 
2 

~2 
J (X) dX 

0 

This is further simplified: 

X . J l (X) 

I I 

Rc lYo(a2RE) Jl (~2Rc)- Jo{S2RE) yl (a2Rc) 

s2 Q 

X 
1 

~ 2 
2 

Yo(a2RE) Jl (~2RF)- Jo(a2RE) Yl (S2RF) I 
Q 

The ~econd expression within the brackets is found to be zero from the boundary 

condition, 

~ (J (R ) 
F 

~r = 0, 

the zero leakage from region I condition. Thus J 1 (~ 2 RF) Y
0

(S 2RE) - Y1 (8 2RF) 

J
0

($ 2RE) = 0 after multiplying through by i
2 
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The left-hand side of (Al.2) is now 

Rc l yo (~2RE) Jl ((32Rc) 

S2 Jo(S2RF) Yo(~2RE) 
(A I .4) 

The unknown parameters ~ 2 andRE are found by solving {4.12) and 

{A1.4) by an iterative procedure as follows. A value of RE wa.s chosen and 

(4.12) wa~ solved for~ a2•· With these two values (AI.4) was evaluated and 

compared with 2.54 x 104 • See Table 3 for the steps in the iterative 
-2 process. Values of ~ 2 andRE equal to I. 119 x 10 and 393 em, respectively 

were quickly found to satisfy both conditions. 

SCIENCE & ENGINEERING UBRAR_'(. 
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APPENDIX 2 

ll:lkeff 
Evaluation of 01 = 

xe keff 

t.keff 
keff for a finite thermal reactor is 'flfPT, and so evaluating keff 

by logarithmic differences results Jn 

= l:l]f 
]f 

Consider the first term on the right-hand side of (A2. 1) 

Tl = 

f 

(A2. 1 ) 

where the subscripts F stand for fuel,and R stands for the rest of the cell, 

other than fuel. 

= 

= 

-(~ ~fF °F VF) °F VF ~aF 

(°F VF ~aF + 0R VR taR)Z 
X 

(A2.2) 
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where we are considering changes in ~f due to changes in the macroscopic 

absorption cross-section of the fuel to the presence of xenon poison. Now 

consider the second term on the right-hand side of (A2. 1) 

= 

= 

= 
L 2 
T 

{ 

B 2 L 2 } g T 
_1_+......._L~2-'-B-2-=-

T g 

Now LT2 = lf, so in (A2.3), where the superscript 2 denotes thermal 
I; a 

2 -b."£2 D b.LT a 

~ 
= X 

(r2) 2 
T a 

-t,E2 
a 

= 7 a 

in (A2.4) 

= 

where c stands for the cell = F + R. 

= 
f)F VF tXaF 

£) v t 2 
c c a 

I:2 
a 
D 

(A2. 3) 

(A2.4) 
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and finally 

{ 

-B 2 L 2 
= g T 

1 + Bg 2 LT2 

Cl'xe 
= 6T)f 

T)f 

}
• {~VF £)F lltaF} 

v £) '"'2 c c ~ a 
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where f is the thermal utilization of the fuel; raF is the macroscopic cross

section of the fuel; ~ F is the macroscopic cross-section for absorption by 
a . 2 

Xe-135; s
9

2 is the geometric buckling of the core; LT is the diffusion 

length of the thermal neutrons; VF is the volume of the fuel; £)F is the 

flux in the fuel, while V and£) are the corresponding quantities for the core; 
c c 

~2 is the macroscopic thermal absorption cross-section for the cell. See a 
Table 5 for the values of these parameters. 
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Evaluation of ~ 2 and RE 

Since in Pickering there is only one fuel composition across the 

core, the power is directly proportinal to the flux both in the flattened 

zone and zone two. Expression {7.3) becomes 

= 

n R 
2 

c 

R 2 l 0.791 - RF2 

c 

= 0.791 

(A3. 1) 

As in Appendix l, the left-hand side of this expression is 

Method One: 

R c 

.e2 

48 

Here RE = 389 em is assumed. A value of RF and ,e 2 , consistent with 

equation 7.2 is fou~d and then,employing these three parameters, the left

and right-hand sides of {A3.1) are compared. This is repeated until a value 

of RF and ,e 2 ,. consistent with (7.2) and {A3. 1), are found. Table 10 1 ists 

the steps in the iterative process. 

satisfied these criteria. 

A value of RF = 147 em and a2 = 0.0078 
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Method Two: 

This method involves equating the area thought to be a representative 

flattened area to the area of a circle nR~. The total flattened area from 

Figure 7 for one quarter of the reactor geometry is 27.25 lattice cells each of 
2 2 

area (28.575) em • RF was cal.culated to be 168.3 em. RE and ~ 2 , consistent 

with (7.2) were now found and inserted in (A3. 1) to see if they satisfied the 

power criterion. The steps in this pro·cedure are I isted in Table 10. Values 

of RE = 365 em and ~ 2 = 0~0093 were quickly found to satisfy these criteria. 
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Evaluation of ZF and BA 

Expression (7.14) can be written with .t)l (z) normalized to 1 .o and 

D2 {z) given by (7.13) 

= 0.702 

z 

JC l ZZCF l ZC n2(z) dz = . 0.702 f 
ZF 

(A4. 1) 

The left-hand side of this last expression is evaluated next 

COS(B z) SIN(B zE) dz n n SIN(B z) COS(B zE) 
n n 

This expression is further reduced to 

50 
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Grouping terms, this becomes 

- BIK { SIN(BnzF) SIN(BnzE) + COS(BnzE) COS(BnzF)} 
n 

The second expression in brackets is zero from the zero leakage 

condition at z ::: zF. Therefore, finally (A4.1) is rearranged 

51 

SIN(BnzE) SIN(Bnzc) + COS(Bnzc) COS(B~zE) 

SIN(B
0

zE) COS(BnzF) - COS(BnzE) SIN(BnzF) 
ZF 

(0. 702 - · B z 
z n c 

(A4. 2) 

program. 

found) 

c 

Expressions (7.12) and (A4.2) are solved using a short computer 

The listing is as follows: (zF::: 45.1 em and SA= 0.00611 were 

PHI = 0.702 

EPS = 0.009 

zc ::: 297.2 

ZE = 302.0 

ZF ::: 20.0 

BN = 0.0050 

20 CONTINUE 

DO 10 = I ,500 

X = BN ·k ZE 

y == BN ··~ ZF 

A SIN (X) I COS {X) 

B ::: COS{Y) I SIN{Y) 

WRITE (6, 100) A, B, BN, ZF 
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100 FORMAT {4 (3X, Fl0.5)) 

IF (ABS (A+B). LE. EPS) GO TO 1000 

BN ~ BN + 0.000001 

10 CONTINUE 

WRITE {6,200) 

200 FORMAT (6H ERROR) 

IF {ZF. GE. 200) GO TO 30 

ZF ~ ZF + 0.5 

BN ~ BN - 0.0002 

GO TO 20 

1000 Z = BN * ZC 

C ~ (PHI - ZF/ZC) * Z 

52 

0 ~ (SIN(X) ~·: SltJ(Z) + COS(Z) ~·: COS(X))/ (SIN(X) ~._ COS(Y) 

- COS(X) * SIN(Y)) 

WRITE (6,300) C,D. 

300 FORMAT (2 (lOX, FIO.S) 

ZF ~ ZF + 0.5 

IF (ZF. GE. 200) GO TO 30 

GO TO 20 

30 CONTINUE 

STOP 

END. 
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Solution of (AS. 1) 

The following is the I isting of the short computer program to 

f(.0) = (AS. 1) 

M = 0 

PHI = 1.00 

XM2 = 376.27 

XLAM2 = 0.0000452 

ALFAX = 0.028 

RIGHT = XM2 ~·, XLAM2 I ALFAX 

DO 10 = 1,724 

50 XF1 ((3.5 ..,., PHI)-:...:, 2.) I ((3.5 ..,., PHI+ 2.09) 

* (3.5 *PHI + 4.96)) 

XF2 = (3.5 *PHI * 0.0866) I (3.5 *PHI + 4.96 ) 

XF = XF1 - XF2 

WRITE (6, 100) XF1, XF2, XF, RIGHT, PHI 

100 FORMAT (5 (3X, F10.5)) 

IF (M. EQ. 0) PH I = PH I + 0. 01 

IF (M. EQ. 1) PHI = PHI + 0.001 

IF (ABS (XF- RIGHT) .LE. 0.0001) GO TO 20 

IF (M. EQ. 1) GO TO 10 

IF (ABS (XF- RIGHT). LE. O.OOS) TO TO 30 

10 CONTINUE 

53 
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30 CONTINUE 

PHI = PHI - 0.01 

M = 

GO TO 50 

20 CONTINUE 

STOP 

END. 
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TABLE 2 

Core Data Bruce 

RF 237 em 

RE 393 em 

R c 353 em 

Number of Channels in Zone 216 

Number of Channels in Zone 2 264 

Length of Channel 600 em 

Lattice Pitch 28.575 em 

Discharge Irradiation of Zone 2.96 neutrons/Kilo-barn 

Discharge Irradiation of Zone 2 2.06 neutrons/Kilo-barn 

L 2 
s 153.65 2 

em 

L 2 
T 221.64 2 

em 

M2 = Ls 2 + LT 2 375.29 
2 

em 

Power to Coolant (Zone I ) I 185.9 MW 

Power to Coolant . (Zone 2) I 189. 1 MW 

Power to Coolant (total) 23 75 .o MW 

Total Thermal Fission Power 2515.0 MW 

s ~3 dV I s ~2 
dV ~eff = X 10 J3 

2 . 
10. 1 I neutrons/em -sec 

v v 
Power Form Factor (Radial) 0.85 

Power Form Factor (Axial) 0.649 

Coolant Temperature (Zone I) 



TABLE 2 (continued) 

Coolant Temperature (Zone 2) 280 °C 

Fuel Operating Temperature 870 °C 



TABLE 3 

Steps In Iterative Solution of (4. 12) and (Al.4) For RE and e
2 

RE ~2 yo (S 2RE) JI(S2Rc) Jo ($2RE) Yl (~2Rc) Jo (S2RF) Yo(S2RF) (A 1.4) 

432 0.908 X 10 
-2 

0.011 0.257 -0.401. 0.373 0. 133 0.520 2,82 X 10 
4 

390 1.138 X 10 
-2 -o. 176 -0.074 -0.334 0.396 -o. 142 0.461 2.52 X 10 

4 

392 ],125 X 10 
-2 

-0.167 -0.055 -0.340 0.401 -o. 129 0.467 2. 53 X I 0 
4 

394 I. 112 X 10 
-2 

-0.157 -0.039 -0.346 0.405 -0.115 0.473 2.55 X 10 
4 

393 I. 119 X 10 
-2 -o. 163 -0.047 -o .342 0.403 -o. 120 0.471 2.54 X 10 

4 



TABLE 4 

Values of XR0 for Values of R 1~ 

R1 I R0 
I 2 

<xoo Ro) <xo 1 Ro) 
2 

<xo2 Ro) 
2 

(XlO RO) 
2 

0.00 5.78 8.90 20.59 24.69 

0.02 5.79 8.89 20.58 24. 7l 

0.04 5.82 8.86 20.56 24.74 

0.06 5.86 8.82 20.51 24.80 

0.08 5.92 8.76 20.46 24.86 

0. 10 5.99 8.69 20.38 24.95 

0. 12 6.08 8.61 20.29 25.05 

o. 14 6. 19 8.51 20.18 25. 16 ··-

0. 16 6.31 8.40 20.06 25.28 

0. I 8 6.46 8.28 19.92 25.40 

0.20 6.62 8. 16 19.77 25.51 

0.22 6.80 8.02 19.59 25.61 

0.24 7.00 7.88 19.40 25.71 

0.26 7.23 7.74 19.20 25.79 

. 0. 28 7.48 7.59 18.97 25.85 

0.30 7.76 7.44 18.74 25.89 

0.32 8.06 7.29 18.49 25.89 

0.34 8.39 7.14 18.23 25.86 

0.36 8. 77 6.99 17.96 25.80 

0.38 9. 18 6.83 17.67 25.71 

0.40 9.65 6.67 17.38 25.58 

0.42 10. 14 6.52 17.08 25.39 

0.44 10.71 6.37 16.78 25. 16 



TABLE 4 {continued) 

R1 I R0 
I 2 

<"oo Ro) (A.OI RO) 
2 

(A.o2 Ro) 
2 

(A. 10 RO) 
2 

0.46 11. 14 6.22 16.47 24.90 

0.48 12.06 6.07 16. 15 24.61 

0.50 12.87 5.93 15.84 24.29 

0.52 13.72 5.79 15.52 23.93 

0.54 14.70 5.65 15. 21 23.56 

0.56 15.86 5.52 14.89 23. 17 

0.58 17.22 5.39 14.58 22.76 

0.60 18.83 5.26 14.27 22.34 

0.62 20.31 5. 14 13.97 21.91 .. 
0.64 22. 19 5.02 13.68 21 .48 

0.66 24.61 4.91 13.39 21.04 

0.68 27.69 4.80 13. 10 .20.61 

0.70 31.57 4.69 12.82 20.17 

0.72 36.7 4.58 12.65 19.74 

0.74 42.8 4.47 12.26 19.31 

0.76 52.6 4.36 1 I .98 18.90 

0.78 58. 1 4.25 I I. 70 18.50 

0.80 67.5 4.14 I 1.42 18.1 I 



TABLE 5 

Parameters From POWDERPUFS-V - Bruce 

Parameters 

(yxe) Pu-241 

(yxe) U-238 

(yT = 'Vxe + yl) U-235 

(yr= Yxe + 'VI) Pu-239 

Yield U-235 (Ncrf~)/(N(O)) U-238 

Yield Pu-239 

·Yield Pu-241 

Yield U-238 

Total Yield 

~xe , { ( ~e x Yield )U-235 

Yxe 
+ ( YT x Yield )Pu-239 

+ ( "'xe x Yield )Pu-241 l 
YT J 

/Yield Total 

Egu i I i b r i urn 

0.0022 

0.0109 

0.0026 

0.0019 

0.0645 

0.0722 

0.0783 

0.062 

4.856 

5.445 

0.4525 

0 

10.75 

0.096 

Fresh 

0.0022 

0.0109 

0.0026 

0.0019 

0.0645 

0. 0722 

0.0783 .•• 

0.062 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.0341 



Parameters 

w neutrons/Kilo-barn 

f neutrons/Kilo-barn 

t = ~ (barns) axe aF 

I:aF (barns) 

t 2 (em -I) 
a 

( -1 
< taF > em ) 

VF (cm3
) 

3 
V ce I 1 (em ) = 

-1 A 
1 

(sec ) 

A xe 

cr xe 

-1 {sec ) 

{barns) 

(lattice pitch) 2 

TABLE 5 (continued) 

E g u i I i b r i urn 

2.4 

0.9460 

0.2747 

1 
0.9177 X 10 

-2 o.4172x10 

0.2159 

43.261 

816.53 

0.50225 

1.5491 

- 1 . 583 X 1 0- l7 

0.0278 

2.87 X 10-5 

2.09x 10-5 

3.5x 10- 18 

Fresh 

0 

0.94005 

0.25201 

7. 7043 

0.38252x 10-2 

0.18128 

43.261 

816.53 

0.54425 

1. 550 

-8.902 X 10- 17 

0.0302 

2.87 X 10-5 

2.09x 10-5 

3.5x1o- 18 



TABLE 6 

Solution Iteratively of (4.22) 

Equilibrium fuel: RF == 393 em 

0* == 1.756 X 10 15 f(0) - 0.8037 X 10 15 

1 2 
~'r 

f(0) f (0) = f(f)) 0 (from 4. 22) 

2.5 X 10 13 0.5152 0.0613 = 0.4539 NEG 

3.0 X 10 13 0.5664 - 0.0652 = 0.5012 7.6 X 10 13 

2.75 X 10 13 0.5422 - 0.0634 = 0.4788 3 • 7 X 1013 

2.6 X 10 13 0.5263 0.0621 0.4642 13 - == 1.14 x·iO 

2.] X 10 13 0.5370 - 0.0630 == 0.4740 2.86 X 1013 

2.69 X 1o 13 0.5360 - 0.0629 == 0.4731 2.71 X 10 13 

2.68 X 10 13 0.5349 - 0.0628 = 0.4721 2.53 X 10 13 

2.689 X 10 13 by interpolation 2.689 X JO l3 

Fresh fue I 

0* == 3.392 X 10 14 
f (0) - I .429 X 1014 

I 2 
0~'r f (0) f (f)) = f(f)) 

3.0 X I 0 l3 0.5664 - 0.0232 = 0.5432 4.14 X 10 13 
' 

2.9 X 10 l3 0.5570 - 0. 0229 = 0.5341 3.83 X 10 13 

2.6 X 10 13 0.5263 - 0.0221 = 0.5042 2.81 X 10 13 

2.5 X 10 13 0.5152 - 0.0218 = 0.4934 2.45 X 10 13 

2.52 X 10 13 0.5174 - 0.0218 = 0.4956 2.52 X 10 13 



TABLE 7 

Iterative Solution of (4.12) and (Al.4) for RF and $2 

Left-hand Right-hand 
RF s2 yo (S 2RE) J I (~ 2Rc) Jo ($2RE) y I ($2Rc) Jo (S 2RF) Yo(~2RF) Side (A I. 2) Side (Al.2) 

200 0.00805 0.218 0.396 -0.369 0.277 0.450 0.424 3, 24 X 10 4 3.3 X 10 4 

202 0.0081 0.209 0.389 -0.3 73 0.283 0.433 0.434 3. 23 X 10 4 3.3 X 10 4 

205 0.0082 0.193 0.379 -0.379 0.293 0.410 0.446 3,19 X 10 4 3.24 X 10 4 

212 0.0084 o. 156 0.350 -0.390 0.316 0.352 0.473 3.1ix1o4 3. 10 X 10 4 

210 0.0083 0.168 0.365 -0.386 0.305 0.375 0.463 3, 15 X 10 4 3. 14x 10 4 

208.5 0.0083 0.177 0.365 -0.384 0.305 0.375 0.463 3. 16 X 10 4 3, 16 X 10 4 

l~ ··t•· 



. TABLE 8 

Solution Iteratively of (4.22) 

"l"b · f = 426 em Equ 1 1 r 1 urn ue I : RE 
2 A01 = o.oooo331 

(4.22) ~* = 1.756 X 10 15 f(~) 0.7847 X 10 15 

1 2 -·-f (~) - f(0} = f (~) ~-- (from (4.22)) 

2.6 X 10 13 0.4642 3.04 X 10 13 

2.5 X 10 13 0.4539 J. 23 X 10 13 

. 2.57 X 10 13 0.4611 2.50 X 10 13 
·-

2.574 X 10 13 by interpolation 2.574 X 10 
13 



TABLE 9 

Core Data Pickering 

= 147 or 168.3 em 

= 389 em 

318.4 em 

Number of channels 390 

Length of channel = 390 

Lattice pitch = 28.575 em 

Core discharge irradiation = 1. 8 neutrons/Kilo-barn 

Fuel burnup = 7.45 MWd;'KgU 

L 2 
s = 154.96 

L 2 
T 

=. 221 .31 

= ls 2 + LT2 

Power form factor (rad ia 1) = 0.791 

Power form factor (axial) = 0.702 

Coolant temperature (operating condition} = 

Coolant temperature (zero power condition)= 

Fuel temperature {operating condition) = 

= 376.27 
2 em 



RE s2 Yo(~2RE) 
-

360 0.0095 0.222 

365 0.0093 0.238 

TABLE 10 

Iterative Solution of (4.12) and (A1.4) for s
2 

andRE 

Method (2) 

Jl (S2Rc) Jo(~2RE) 

0.332 -0.368 

0.354 -0.361 

Method ( 1) 

RF = 168.3 Rc = 318.4 

y 1 (S 2Rc) Jo (S 2RF) Yo(S2RF) 

0.330 

0.314 

RE = 389 em 

0.455 0.420 

0.472 0.410 

R = 318.4 em 
e 

Left-harid Right-hand 
Side of (A3.1) Sideof (A3.1) 

2.56 X 10 
4 

2,60 X 10 
4 

2.60 X ]0 
4 

2.60 X 10 
4 

Left-hand Right-hand 
RF S2 Y

0
(Si<E) J 1 (S 2Rc) J

0
(S 2RE) Y1 (S 2Rc) J

0
(13 2RF) Y

0
(13 2 RF) Side of (Aj.l) Side of (A3.1) 

4 4 
147 0.0078 0.367 0.502 -0.270 0.137 0.696 0.196 2.93 X 10 2.93 X 10 



Table II 

Parameters From POWDERPUFS-V - Pickering 

y f (U-235) xe 

y f (Pu-239) xe 

y f (Pu-241) xe 

y f (U-238) xe 

Parameters 

Y = Y + v1 (U-235) T xe 

Yr = Yxe + Y I (Pu-239) 

Yr = yxe + y1 {U-238) 

YIELDPu 235 (from POWDERPUFS) 

YIELDPu 2]9 {from POWDERPUFS) 

y !ELDPu241 {from POWDERPUFS) 

YIELDU238 {from POWDERPUFS) 

1J. f (FUEL) xe (

YU23f5 .U235 'YxPeu239. x y I ELDPu239 
= xe YIELD + 

U235 x Pu239 
Yr Yr 

+ Pu241 
Yr 

YIELD TOTAL 
o. 9332 

= 
I 0. 776 

Equi I ibrium 

0.0022 

0.0109 

0.0026 

0.0019 

0.0645 

0.0722 

0.0783 

0.062 

5.653 

4.843 

0.280 

0 

0.0866 

Fresh 

0.0022 

0.0109 

0.0026 

0.0019 

0.0645 

0.0722 

0.0783 

0.062 

0. 0341 



TABLE 11 (cant inued) 

Parameters Equi 1 ibrium Fresh 

w neutrons/Kilo-barn 1. 18 0 

Cl'T 0 -8.985 X 10-17 

Ql 0.028 0.028 xe 

A. I 2.87 X lo-5 -1 
2.87 X 10-5 ~1 

sec sec 

A.xe 2.09 X 10-5 -1 
2.09 X 10-5 -1 sec sec 

3.5 c 10-18 2 
3.5 X 10-18 2 

crxe em em 



TABLE 12 

Solution Iteratively of (4.22) 

Method 2 

Equilibrium fuel 

()* = 8.869 X 10 14 f (tJ) 

1 
(J f (.f)) 

5.0 X to 13 0.6960 

7.0 X 1013 0.7663 

7.5 X 1013 0.7790 

8.0 X 10 13 0.7929 -

7.82 X 10 13 0.7865 -
7.92 X 1013 0.7888 -

7.94 X 10 13 

Power threshold 

RF = 168.3 em 

- 5.554 X 1014 

2 
f (.f)) = 

0.0675 = 

o. 0720 = 

0.0728 = 

0.0736 = 

0.0733 = 

0.0735 = 

by interpolation 

7.94 X 10 13 
X 102 

8.236 X 10 13 

·365 em 
2 

RE = AOI 

f(.f)) t/ 

0.6285 2 X 1012 

0.6943 6.04 X 1013 

0.7062 7.09 X 10 13 

0.7193 8. 25 .x 10 13 

0.7132 7.71 X 1013 

o. 7153 7.90 X 10 13 

7.94 X 10 13 

= 96.4 percent 

= 4.66 X 10~ 5 



TABLE 12 (continued) 

Method 1 

Equilibrium fuel 147 em 

·'· 8.869 X 10
14 f(~) 1014 ~~ = - 5. 387 X 

1 2 ·'· 
~ f(M f (~) = f (~) ~--

6.6 X 10 13 0.7544 0. 0713 = 0.6836 6.76 X lo 13 

6.5 X 10 13 0.7519 0.0711 = 0.6808 6.51 X 10 l3 

Power threshold 6.5 X 10 13 
X 10 2 

= 78.9 percent 
8.236 X 10 13 
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ABSTRACT 

Trimming of thin-film resistor components by an electrical 

arc is investigated in this report as an inexpensive and simple 

alternative to the laser trim and mechanical scribe methods. A 

multitude of te·sts were effected on Garrett Manufacturing Limited 

production circuits containing nichrome thin film resistors. These 

tests included Temperature Coefficient of Resistivity, resistance 

stability, substrate damage, noise performance, dynamic trim with 

active devices operating, width of cut as compared to mechanical scribe 

and laser trim techniques, and optimum parameters for trimming. In 

all cases the trimmed circuits were within the design specifications 

of the resistor properties under test. It is the conclusion of the 

author that the obvious attributes of the arc-trim method as weli as 

its outstanding performance in the above tests, warrants its serious 

consideration as a viable alternative to the laser trim and mechanical 

scribe methods o~ altering resistance levels. 
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1,0 INTRODUCTION 

A thin film circuit begins with a passive (insulati~g) substrate 

made o~ glass or ceramic. Upon this insulating substrate, the passive 

components of the eventual circuit are deposited and interconnected. 

These depositions can employ a large number of metallic or metal

dielectric materials (called cermets), with a wide variety of electrical 

characteristics. The electrical characteristics of the thin-film com

ponents are determined prioorily by the material employed for the film 

and by the geometry of the component pattern. 

The material, in turn, stipulates the fabrication process to 

be employed. The two thin-film materials investigated in this report 

are nichrome and tantalum, the former deposited on the substrate by 

vacuum evaporation whereas the latter material is deposited by cathode 

sputtering. The tantalum received only a cursory examination, the main 

investigation being confined to nichrome. 

Thin-film resistive elements are dependent upon the resistivity 

·of the material, the thickness of the deposition, and the length-to-vlidth 

ratio for their electrical properties. 

Materials vlith different resistivities may be selected to fit 

the dimensional requirements of the subsb~ate. Nichrome displays resis

tivities in the 50 - 400 ohms/sq. range with a temperature coefficient 
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of resistivity in the range~ 25- 100 parts per million per degree 

Cen~igrade. It adheres well to the substrate. Tantalum, on the other 

hand has a 50- 500 ohms/sq. resistivity ra.nge with a T.C.R. of+ 100 -

200. The metal displays excellent process control'· good adhesion,as well 

as being highly stable. 

Practical film thicknesses range from approximately 100 to 
0 0 

1000 angstroms (A). Films thinner than 100 A generally are impractical 

because they tend to become very non-uniform (due primarily to discontin

uities). 

A serious limitation of thin-film resistors is the un~~rtainty 

in the final value of resistance of the deposited metal. The inherent 

statistical nature of the effect can be attributed to substrate undula-

tions as well as impJrities entering the resistor material during depos-

ition. The range of resistance uncertainty can be minimized by effective 

process cont1·o1, however this characteristic is present no matter \·Jhat 

deposition process is employed. 

It is apparent that a method of adjusting the resistance value 

after deposition would enable more highly sophisticated thin film net

\'JOrks to be produced as \-iell as lessen the number of circuits rejected 

because a. resistance value fell outside an acceptable tolerance band. 

An attractive method considered by virtue of its relatively small capital 
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investment, was the removal of resistor material by an electrical spark 

or arc confined to a very small portion of the resistor. The intention 

bei.ng that by successively arci.ng away minute q·uanti ties of res i star 

material, the resistance could be increased by any desired amount. No 

readi 1y apparent upper 1 imi t to the magnitude of the trim was found to 

exist. Even excessively large (100%) trims did not seriously alter 

such resistor characteristics as temperature coefficient of resistance, 

. temperature stability and noise. The lower limit \vould seem to be a 

function of the skill of the operator at removing very sma 11 amounts of 

resistor material as \'Jell as the capabilities of the resistance measuring 

devices at detecting small enough resistance changes. To detect one part 

in 106 or 107 resistance change represents a formidable instrumentation 

problem. 

In this report, the experimental method for trimming thin 

film microcircuit resistors by the electric or arc method will be 

described. To determine the effectiveness of the trim in terms of total 

circuit performance, tests were conducted on Temperature Coefficient of 

Resistance, resistance stability, substrate damage, noise performance, 

dynamic trim with active devices operating, vJidth of cut as compared 

to mechanical scribe and laser trim techniques a:-~d optimum parameters 

for trim. These vlill be described in some detail. 
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2.0 TRH1 APPARATUS 

The apparatus for trimming thin film resistors is basically 

simple, consisti~g of a puls~ generator capable of supplyi~g a kilovolt 

range adjustable pulse to a sharply pointed tu_ngsten stylus which is 

either in contact \•:ith or slightly above the thin film surface that is 

to be cut. The motion of the stylus re 1 ati ve to the film surface can 

be accomplished either by moving the stylus or the film. For the study 

reported here the tungsten stylus was moved although in practical produc

tion application situations the movew.ent of the film substrate is obviously 

preferable. In this case a loaded tungsten stylus in a configuration 

similar to the needle in a record player arm would be used. 

The probe is made of tungsten \lthich is a very strong metal 

possessing a melting -point higher than most metals. These two properties 

are quite useful for the arc-trim method, since the probe is subjected 

to a localized, intensely hot spark which might cause other metals to 

vaporize or sputter. The p}·obe is electrically etched in a solution 

of potassium hydroxide to a sharp point, necessary in part for very 

fine trims of the order of two tenths of one thousandth of an inch. 

The fact that the metal is quite strong insures a long life for the 

probe and minimizes the inconveniences of havi_ng to replace it after 

a short period of operation. The resistors array is vie1·1ed through a 

microscope vihich displays the surface at a magnification of 30 times 
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the actual size. The probe is mounted on a micro-positioner which 

facilitates three dirrensional movement to any resistor on the device 

under trim. 

The description of the apparatus in this section will be 

presented in terms of a setup for trimming tv1o specific nichrome thin

film resistor circuits: a twelve bit analog to digital ladder (GH 1039) 

and a sensor bridge resistor netvwrk (GH 1025). A simplified schef.')atic 

of the experimental setup employed is shown in figure l. With the high 

voltages employed in arc-trimming, there existed the possibility of damag

ing the ohmmeter used in sensing resistance values. Therefore, by Hay of 

a relay, the arc and read functions v1ere separated physically from each 

other. 

The pulse generator is typically set for a 10kHz. pulse 

repetition rate, each· pulse being 5 psec in width and the voltage adjusted 

for optimal cutting. Before being applied to the tungsten probe, the 

voltage pulse train is passed through a 30:1 step-up transformer so that 

the actual arcing takes place at a voltage in the kilovolt range. The 

voltage train is gated from a voltage signal supplied to the generator 

by a push button switch. 

Any uvo of the thirteen operation a 1 pins on the GH 1039 device 

can be selected by b-Jo thirteen position switches (see figure 2 for the 
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GH 1039 schematic). \>!hen the read function of the relay is initiated, 

the selected pins are svlitched to the d_igital ohmmeter. 

Sometimes as in the case of the GH 1025 device, it is necessary 

to know only the ratio of tv10 resistors. In this case, \'lith the ohmmeter 

in "ohms ratio11 function, the common arm of each of the two resistors is 

grounded, and the free ends connected to the ratio inputs of the ohmmeter 

via the selector switches and the relay. The common terminal of the ohm

rreter is also grounded. 

•. 
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3. 0 TRIM TECHNIQUE AND OPTIMUf~ PARAf~ETERS FOR RELATIVELY EASY 

TRH1t1ING 

The actual cutting procedure is relatively easy and a trim 

can be affected in a very short period of time··. The probe is lov;ered 

until. it rests lightly on the surface of the substrate in close 

proximity to the resistor to be trimmed. The voltage is then applied 

to the probe, resistor material being vaporized away as the probe is 

. moved along the surface of the resistor by means of the x-y movement 

of the micropositioner. 

The vaporizing of the resistor material occurs very quickly 

v1hich is desirable since a high rate of slue of the tungsten stylus 

would be required for production line operation. In addition, the 

cutting process is self-quenching. If the tungsten p1·obe is held on 

the resistor material and not moved, a hole is burned out quickly 
. 

after which the arcing ceases. The quenching occurs presumably \'Jhen 

the air gap is large enough to support the voltage without a break

dovm. The magnitude of the voltage pulse determines to some extent the 

width of the hole and hence the width of the cut. 

Occasionally it was found that substrate surface undulations 

would prevent a good cut from being maintained over the length of the 

resistor. This occurred since the probe was moved, at a constant height, 

relative to the substrate holder table. Although this \'/as not really a 
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problem in the trimming done to date, in actual production it would 

be undesirable and could be overcome by using a loaded stylus and-· 

moving the substrate relative to it. 

An optimum cut is a trim into the bo.~y of a resistor such 

that the cut is clean, well-defined, and as fine as possible after 

the resistor material has been vapodzed a\'lay. A high rate of slue 

should also be maintained \'Jhile cutting continuously into the body 

of the resistor. 

The effect of variations in the three pulse-generator 

variables on the ability to make an optimum cut ~aintaining a high 

rate of slue) was investigated. The three parameters \'Jere the 

number of pulses per second (I.R.R.), the width of each pulse (~.W.), 

and the amplitude of the pulse (P.A.). 

Initially, the three parameters were set to the nominal 

values used throughout the experimental work since these settings, 

petcrmined by trial and error, provided an optimum cut on the GH1039 

nichrome thin-film resistors [I.R.R.=lOkHz, P.W.(tungsten probe)=5~sec., 

P.A.(tungsten probe)=l500 volts]. Maintaining the latter tHo parameters 

constant, the repetition rate was varied. A 10% adjustment in the rate 

resulted in the width of the cut increasing markedly. In general, the 

pulse repetition rate was found to be the most sensitive parameter in 

the trim process. 

Next, the I.R.R. and P.A. were kept at their optimum values 

and the pulse width varied from the 5~sec. mean position. It was 
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found that an optimum cut caul d be made over the range 4)..1sec. -6)..1sec., 

above which the width of the cut increased considerably. Lower than 

4)..1sec. pulse widths resulted in r_egions of the cut where resistor 

material remained behind. In order to make a satisfactory cut at 

small pulse \'lidths, the stylus had to be moved back and forth several 

times over the 1 ength of the cut. 

When the I.R.R. and P.W. were held constant and the pulse 

amplitude varied, it was found that pulse amplitude was the least 

sensitive parameter in adjusting for an optimum cut. 

When initiating a trim for the first time on a specific 

device it is not obvious \•Jhi ch pu1 se genera tor settings wi 11 result 

in an optimum trim. The process of obtaining these values is 

initially one of trial and error. Ho~tJever, from the results of the 

investigations conducted, this process can be greatly speeded up. 

Since the repetition rate t-Jas found to be the rnost sensitive parameter, 

it is generally wise to fix its value to some reasonable rate such 

as 10kHz. Similarly the pulse width can be set to some reasonable 

value such as SJ.lsec. Si nee the vo 1 tage of the pulse provided the 

la_rgest range of adjustrrl€nt over which an optimum cut could be main

tained, it is obvious that this parameter should be varied first in 

the initial set-up. If the width of the cut is too large or improper 

at all vol~age settings, the pulse width should be decreased, say 

twenty percent, and the pulse val tage varied over its entire range 
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as before. Similarly if there is no vapou,rization of resistor material 

at any of the voltage setti_ngs, the pulse \'lidth should be increased, 

say twenty percent, and the voltage search initiated again. This 

systematic approach should provide the settings for an optimum trim 

with the least amount of effort. 

It has been found that for different pulse repetition rates 

there is usually a small ra_nge of pulse widths and large range of 

pulse amplitudes over which acceptable trims can be obtained. 

In the course of the experimental work it was found that 

once instrument parameters for an optimum cut were determined for 

a particular resistor on any given circuit such as GH1039, these 

pararr.eters were true for all other resistors of the circuit and 

thus the voltage did not have to be changed for each new resistor 

to he trimmed. Th1s represented a considerable saving in time. 

The optimum voltage was, however, found to be slightly different 

for the GH1025 circuit. Fortunately, the repetition rate and pulse 

width did not have to be changed. Similarly with the tantalum 

thin film resistors, a unique voltage level, common to all the 

resistors on the device, existed. 
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4.0 THIN FILM CIRCUITS EMPLOYED IN TRH1t1ING 

. Three thin film circuits supplied by Garrett Manufacturing \'Jere 

employed in the experimental studies: a tvvelve bit anal_og to digital 

ladder, (GH 1039); a sensor bridge resistor net\•:ork ,(GH 1025); and a 

servo loop signa1 conditioner {GH 1042). 

The GH 1039 v1as used to test the feasibility of direct absol

ute trims to a specified resistance value. Included was an investigation 

of the ease with \'lhich each particular resistor could be brought into 

specification and the effect of arc trimming on the physical character

istics of the resistor. 

The GH 1025 is a circuit in v1hich the ratios of two resistors 

are specified to within certain tolerance levels. GH 1025 was used 

primarily to gain experience vJith the trim technique and determine its 

versatility once the major features had been established on GH 1039. 

Trimming of the servo loop signal conditioner was carried out 

since it was felt desirable to find out whether arc-trimming could be 

carried out on circuits consisting of thin-film resistors and active 

devices, such as operational amplifiers, in close proximity to one another, 

with- no harmful effects on the operating characteristics of the active 

devices. 
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4.1 THELVE BIT ANALOG TO DIGITAL LADDER (GHl039) 

Figure 3 shows the actual surface of the GH 1039 resistor 

array while~ as mentioned previously, tigure 2"·presents a simplified 

schematic version. The R and 2R resistors labeled on the schematic 

are displayed in part in figure 4. Figure 3 consists of R-2R blocks 

as shown in figure 4. It is evident from-figure 3 that there is 

additional resistor material which is not shown in figure 4. This 

appears as thin lines which run from each of the three bonding pads oppos

ite the pin number into the region above the dark horizontal conductor 

which appears along the length of the R-2R bit. In practice, a gold 

\'lire is bonded from a pin to one of these three pads. It is evi·dent 

from figure 3 that different resistance values \'Jill be obtained depending 

on which pad is bonded to since varying lengths of resistor material 
. 

are by--passed. Similarly, in figure 4 there are lines missing which 

represent resistor material associated with the R resistor. These missing 

lines actually incorporate most of the resistance associated \'Jith the R 

and 2R resistors. The white regions in figure 4 represent resistors 

\'Jhile the black portions depict conductor material. The trim is generally 

restricted to the resistors shm<~n in figure 4, although the main resistors 

connected to the pads can be trimmed. This is not the intended procedural 

method however. 

Specifications call for the bonded values of the R resistors 

to be in the range to 16,000 to 22,000~1 while the bonded values of the 
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2R resistors must lie bet\'Jeen 36,000 nand 44,000 n. The 2R resistors 

can be brought into this range by selecting one of the three appropriate 

bonding pads. Referring to figures 3 and 4, bonding to the middle pad 

adds 4000 n while bonding to the pad on the bo~tom (figure 4) subtracts 

4000 ohms. The pad on the top (marked A) is bonded to if the resistor 

is in its nominal range. The R resistors can be brought up in value 

2000 n by bonding to the pad preceeding the one marked A. Normally this 

section is bonded out and the short removed if an increase of 2000 n is 

required. (Thus a coarse trim of± 10% on the 2R resistors and - 10% on 

the R resistors can be affected by simple wire bonding.) The appropriate 

pads of each R-2R combination are bonded to their related pins. 

Referring again to figure 3, initially all the nodes b.~tween 

the R-2R resistors (marked J) are bonded to the common line which 

connects to pin 20. The coiT'mon 1 i ne runs dovm the centre of figure 3. 

All the R resistors are therefore shorted out. These shorts are removed in 

the process of trim as will be discussed in a subsequent paragraph. 

The fine trim on the 2R resistors consists of cutting out the 

appropriate "spread-trim" loop. This section, represented by figure 4, 

consists of a series string of resistors each with a shorting section 

which can be ~ut or opened. The short is actually a resistor in parallel 

\·lith the main adjustment resistor. The trim range is .01% to 5% of 

nominal in 10 binary steps, each step increasing the resistance value. 
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The fine trim on the R resistors is the same except that it covers the 

ra_nge .01% to 10% in 11 binary steps. (Refer to figure 4). The purpose 

behind these geometrically intricate spread trim loops is that in a 

digital to anal_og ladder the values of each of the 2R resistors should be 

identical to within the binary quantization error* of the binary word 

le_ngth associated with the most significant bit. In the GH 1039, there 

are tvtelve bits (n = 12) and the binary quantization error is .01%. 

The 2R resistors should be identical to within ~.01%. This necessitates 

a measuring device capable of measuring resistance to at least half 

an order more of accuracy, that is ,one that measures five figures vJith 

an accuracy of .005%. 

The ohmmeter employed in thisstudy, although possessing a 

resolving capacity of .001~~ (1 ohm in 100,000 ohms), ~ttas guaranteed to 

have a long term acc·uracy of .01%. Hm;~ever, the 24 hour accuracy was 

.005%. Therefore, no problem was encountered on the devices under study 

si-nce they could be trimmed in very short period of time within which it 

could safely be assumed the relative error \'IOUld not change. Thus, 

even if the resistance values displayed were slightly in error, they 

would be incorrect by th:= same amount for all resistors that vtere trimmed 

and so relative to one another, the resistance levels \'vould be within 

specification. 

) 
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In the actual trim process, the highest 2R resistor is noted 

and all other 2R resistors are trirr1Jr.ed to this -.value. According to the 

specification, 2R resistors numbered 10, 11, 12 and 13 are trimmed to 

the reference value minus five ohms (RSI). After this has been completed, 

the R resistors are trimmed to one-half of the associated 2R resistor. 

(rafer to figure 2). To get at the first R resistor, the first bond 

to the common line is broken. The value that is measured is obviously 

the sum of 2R and R. Si nee 2R is kno~m the difference betv1een R and 

nominal can be d2duced. The trimming is carried out by arcing out t1e 

appropriate spread-trim loop until the R resistor is trimmed. This 

process is repeated in sequence until all R resistors have been trimmed. 

The trim method v1hi ch had been used prior to the ai~c trim v1as 

to cut t1e appropriate sprecd-trim loop mechanically with a diamond 

stylus. The resistor material was not actually removed but rather 

"snow plov1ed" out of the \·lay of the diamond stylus. The intense pressure 

to \'lhich the substrate is locally subjected to by this cutting method is 

not desirable since any stressing of substrate material can result in 

the propagation of a crack along such a path. Also it v1as found in 
. . . 

practice even after cutting out the spread-trim loops, that a 2R or R 

resistor could still be out of specification. This could be corrected 

easily with the arc trim method by cutting 1nto the body of the resistor 
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associated with the .01% trim loop or some other trim loop of low percent 

change. 

The experimental work substantia ted the initial belief that 

the arc-trim method could quickly bring the GH 1039 to the specifications 

as 1 aid down in Garrett Speci fi cation "Section 3 - Trim Procedure R-2R 

Ladders", (See "GH 1039- General" for details), by arcing out the 

appropriate "Spl~ead-Trim loop". In addition, if a further fine trim \':as 

required to bring a particular resistor to the reference value, a trim 

could easily be executed in the main body of the resistor associated 

\'Jith the .01% spread-trim pad. Coarser adjustments could be carried out 

by cutting into the main body of the resistor associated with the .02%, 

.04%, etc., spread-trim loops. Some typical cuts and the associated 

resistance changes are displayed in photographs 1 through 6, and sumrllar

ized in table l. Orientation can be achieved by referring to figure 4 

and noting that in photograph l, the grey material with the vertical 

black line through it is resistor. The black rectangle is substrate· 

material, while the conductor appears as grey with tiny black "pox" marks. 

It should be evident that the black horizontal lines in the 

res is tor which represent the cut actua 11y represent the ceramic substrate 

shO\·Iing thro_ugh aftel· the resistor material has been vaporized away by 

arcing. It is also obvious from photograph 1 that the .01% spread-trim 

loop shorti~g resistor has been cut and the trim resistor associated with 

this loop has been arced into approximately half the total length of the 

resistor. The initial and final values of the resistance were 40,010g and 40,025n 
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respectively, a net increase of 15 ohms. In photograph 2, the resistor 

associated with the .01% spread-trim loop has again been cut into, this 

time only about two-thirds as far as the cut in photograph 1. The resis

tance change from Table 1 is shovm to be only two ohms. It should be clear 

that a smaller increase in resistance can be achieved by cutting into 

the resistor a shorter distance. Photographs 3 and 4 show cuts into 

the body of the resistor associated ~·lith the .02% spread-time loop. In 

photograph 3, a cut about half the length of the resistor represented 

an increase in resistance of 25 dhms, while in photograph 4, a shorter cut 

increased the resistance 5 ohms. Further experimentation shov~ed that by 

cutting into the resistors associated vlith the .04%, .08%, .16% and .32% 

or higher spread-trim loops respectively, the resistance could be altered 

by an inc rea's i ngly 1 arge amount. In the majority of cases, it wasn't 

necessary to cut into the body of any resistor associated Hith the .32~b 

or higher spread-trim loops, since most 2R or R resistors were not that 

far belm'l reference value. As an experiment, however, the value of a 2R 

resistor vtas increases by 3000 rt by cutting into the resistors associated 

with the higher percentage change spread-trim loops. 

Photograph 5 displays thl'ee successive rectangular cuts into 

the resistor associated with the .02% spread-trim loop. The first cut 

actually lowered the resistance one ohm, \'thereas the next cut raised 

the resistance four ohms and the final cut incre~sed it another five ohms. 
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Exactly the same technique was used in photograph 6 except that it was 

carried out on the .01% resistor. The first cut l01vered the resistance 

four ohms while the next cut increased it three ohms and the last cut 

raised the resistance another tl.,ro ohms. Comparing the final cut in 

photograph 6 with the one in photograph 2, the resistance cllanges are about 

equal even though much more resistor material has been removed by the cut 

in figure 6. It is concluded from this effect that it is the depth of 

the cut into the body of the resistor that makes the significant change 

in resistance rather ti'Jan the amount of resistor material removed. The 

origin of the initial drop in resistance is not understood at this time. 
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4.2 SENSOR BRIDGE RESISTOR NETWORK (GH 1025) 

The schematic of the GH 1025, a sens.or bri_dge resistor netl'mrk, 

is shown in figure 5. Specifications call for only R2 and R1 + R2 to 

have absolute resistance values of 496.0 Q : 4 Q and 933.8 Q : 0.40 Q, 

respectively.· The other resistors are specified only in that the follow

ing ratios must exist: 

R4 = .3850 + .0029 
R3 + R -

4 

R6 
= .7910 + .0055 R5 + R6 

Rg 
.5000 + .0002 

R7 + R8 
= 

Figure 6 sholtls a pictorial layout of the thin film circuit .. 

Resistors R1 and R2 each have two trim tab resistors associated \'lith 

them as marked. The absolute values of R1 and R2 are adjusted by trimm

ing into the body of these trim tab resistors. The main resistor chain 

is not normally trimmed. For the ratio specification,such as that 

associated v1ith R7 and R8, a trim is made into the main body of the 

resistor as shm,m in figure 6. 

Of the GH 1025 circuits supplied by Garrett, all had the absolute 

resistance value of R2 anci R1 + R2 greatet· than those as laid down in 

~· 
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the specifications. Therefore, the absolute resistance values in the 

specifications could not be achieved. However, it is evident tltat the 

most stringent absolute resistance specificatio"n is that R
1

+R
2 

have the 

value of 933.8Q + .40Q. Hence, if these resistors could be trimmed in 

steps smaller than 0.4Q, it seemed reasonable to assume that the original 

absolute specifications could be met on good units \<Jith values in the 

tolerance band. By electrically arcing into the body of either R1 or R2 , 

it was found that the !.40Q specification could easily be achieved. 

The ratio s peci fi cations v1ere tackled next. With the ohmmeter 

in the ratio mode described in the section 2.0, a trim was initiated 

into the main body of, for example, either R3 or R4 , depending on vJhether 

the ratio needed adjusting dowm1ards or upwards respectively. It was 

found that all three ratio specification requirements could easily be met, 

the most stringent b~ing the R8 requirement of 0.500 + .0002. 

Some typi ca 1 

R4 

R7 + 78 

values achieved on a ratio trim are as follovJs: 

= .3845 

= • 7913 

= .4999 

As in the case of the GH 1039, these ratios, when remeasu red 

at various times up to 48 hours after the trim (ah1ays at the same 

temperature), remained at their trimmed values. 
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4.3 SERVO LOOP SIGNAL CONDITIONER (GH 1042) 

A schematic diagram of the Servo Loop S_ignal Conditior:er is 

shown in figure 7. The Servo Loop Signal Conditioner is a hybrid 

circuit containing thin and thick film resistors, 709 and 741 operational 

amplifiers, discrete diode and discrete transistor chips. Six thin 

film resistors are connected to the inverting input of a 709 operational 

amplifier (Zl).)each with one end brought out to separate pins on a 20 

pin package. The six thin film resistors, RlA to RlF, are normally 

trimmed to specific resistance values and resistance ratios. 

The objective in trimming this device v:as to investigate the 

possibility of damaging active devices in close proximity to re-sistors 

being arc trimmed. The input resistors association with the 709 operational 

amplifier ( Zl) were selected for the test. No attempt 1t1as made to trim 

the input resistors to specific values, instead gross trims \vere made. 

The investigation vtas confined to the circuitry associated with the 709 

operation amplifier (Zl) and the remaining circuitry was ignored. The 

trim procedure will be described in section 9.0. 
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5.0 TE~1PERATURE COEFFICIENT OF RESISTANCE 

Tests were conducted to determine the effect of the arc trim 

method on the Temperature Coefficient of Resistance (TCR). These tests 

were prompted by the concern that the resistor material in the localized 

region around the cut had been subjected to an intense temperature fluctua

tion in the vaporization process of the cutting and that possible changes 

in the chemical and physical properties of the film along with exposure 

of resistor material to the ambient might seriously affect the TCR. 

Normally, the TCR is in the 0 - 100 parts per million per oc range. 

The tests \-Jere conducted on the GH 1039 and GH 1025 circuits. 

Two major types of tests v1ere conducted. In the first, experiments ~:Jere 

carried out on the GH 1039 to determine if arc trimming into the spread 

trim loop resistors ~:lith the shorting resistors opened caused any change 

in TCR. Trimming of the spread trim loop resistors results in small 

resistance changes (a few percent at most) compared to the main chain 

resistors (R or 2R). Furthermore, it \'las assumed and indeed verified 

through the experiments, that opening the shorting resistors by arc 

trimming did not alter TCR. This would be expected since no current flow 

occurs in this region once the path is broken. On the other hand, a 

trim into the spread trim loop resistor means that current vJill flow 

adjacent to a region of trim which might affect TCR. In the second major 

trim test, the effect of a gross trim 100% into the body of a main resistor 

/ 
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was checked out on the GH 1025 circuit. 

The experimental setup consisted of a temperature controlled 

enclosure, a Delta Design MK2300 model. The fesistor was placed inside 

and the door sealed. The small conduction losses through the lead in 

wires attached to the resistors under test were ignored and the tempera

ture of the sensing device in the oven \'/as assumed to be the temperature 

of the resistors. The temperature was decreased to -50°C by introducing 

dry ice into the enclosure. After waiting a sufficiently longer period 

of time such that the resistor had come into equilibrium with the surround

ings, the resistance, monitored continuously on a digital ohmmeter, was 

noted. The temperature was then increased in 20°C increments to 70°C 

by means of an internal heater in the temperature chamber. The resistance 

was noted at each temperature level after equilibrium had been established. 

Since the T.C.R. appeared to be lineat' \'lith temperature, the T.C.R. of a 

given resistor was taken as the arithmetic means of the six TCR•s. calculated 

over the six 20°C temperature intervals. 

The first major test \Jtas conducted with the GH 1039 in v1hich 

some of the spread trim 1 oops were adjusted and others were left untouched 

so as to serve as a reference. Trims were performed only on the 2R 

resistors since these were the only ones \'vhich \•Jere readily accessible 

for measurement of direct absolute resistance. The results of the test, 

surmnarized in Table 2, show that the TCR 1 s of the trimmed and untrimmed 

resistors were found to be essentially the same (approximately 30 parts 

per million per °C). The trims were carried out on the .01% spt·ead trim 
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loops. The lack of change in TCR was anticipated since the spread trim 

loop resistol~s, which are in series with the main body resistors, are only 

a small fraction in value of the main body resjstors (approximately .01% 

of the 42,000~ main resistor). Any change in TCR of the spread trim loop 

resistors would be masked by the large resistance ratio. Although this 

test proved that a circuit designed for trimming in a specific \';ay (such 

as GH 1039) would not experience a TCR degradation by the arc trim method, 

it did not really establish the bulk TCR properties of the nichrome film 

and its ability to resist TCR change in the trim process. For this purpose 

a TCR check should be carried out on a resistor with a trim into the main 

body (rather thaninto a trimtabor spread loop resistor) such that a gross 

change in resistance, say 100%, is effected. The main body 2R resistors 

on the GH1039 are unsuitable for such a test since their value \'w'Ould have 

to be increased into. the 80,000~ vicinity (from approximately 40,000~) 

and the length to width ratio is so high that this would be an extremely 

difficult trim into the body. Such a test was, however, performed on the 

GH1025 v:here the geometry was more suitable. 
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Two tests \·Jel·e conducted on the GH1025 Sensor Bridge Resistor 

Network Circuit. In the first, a 10% trim was carried out into tne body 

of typical resistors and in the second, the major trim test, a 100% trim 

was carried out. 

Table 3 lists the results of tests on the GH1025 in which the 

R6 resistor was increased in value by 10% by cutting into the main body 

of the resistor. R8 was an untrimmed resistor used for refe renee. The 

uncut resistor had a T.C.R. of 63.5 p.p.m. per °C, whereas the trimmed 

resistor actually had a slightly lower T.C.R. of 61 p.p.m. per °C. This 

4% difference in T.C.R. is well within the statistical deviation of the 

T.C.R. of the uncut resistor, shown in the third column of table 3. 

In the major trim test, a 100% increase in resistance was made 

and the circuit was checked carefully for T. C. R. change. As mentioned 

earlier, this was cons.idered to be the most significant test in terms of 

revealing whether the arc-trim process caused any degradation of T.C.R. 
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Table 4 lists the results of this particular test. R1 of GH1025 was 

trimmed for a 100% increase in resistance by cutting into the two trim 

pads provided as well as into the main resisto.r chain. R2 was untrimmed 

and used as a reference. The temperature was increased in 20°C intervals 

from -70°C to 90°C. The T.C.R. of the untrimmed resistor was found to 

be 80 p.p.m.;oc ~ 10 p.p.m./°C, the magnitude of the statistical error being 

derived from the deviations in the nine T.C.R. •s determined at each 20°C 

interval. 

The T.C.R. of the trimmed resistor 1•1as found to be 88 p.p.m./°C 

+ 10 p.p.m./°C. Although the possibility of a slight T.C.R. increase 

after trim is evidenced from these results, the increase is \'Jell within 

the statistical deviation. 

The conclusion reached from the T.C.R. tests was that the arc

trim procedure does ~ot noticeably change the T.C.R. of the original 

material. Differences in T.C.R. bet\'teen the tested substrates of a 

circuit such as GH1025 indicate that the T.C.R. itself is probably not 

that well controlled. Indeed, the GH1039 substrate had a lm·J of 30 

p.p.m./°C, 1-1hereas the substrate used to generate the results in Table 4 

has a T.C.R. of 80 p.p.m./°C. 
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6.0 RESISTAHCE STABILITY 

Another important consideration associated with resistor trim 

techniques is that they not affect the stability of the resistor after 

trim. The stability specification for the Garrett nichrome film resistors 

is less than a 0.1% change in resistance per 1,000 hours at l50°C storage. 

Since stability is usually an aging process and such process€s 

can be accelerated with temperature change, it is usual to subject the 

resistors to a temperature cycling process. In the tests conducted, the 

resistors were placed in a Delta Design MK 2300 temperature controlled 

chamber and cycled tvlice from -65°C to +125°C and then brought back to 

room temperature. Dry ice \'Jas used to achei ve the -65°C temperature. 

The resistors \'Jere measured with a digital ohmmeter before and after the 

temperature cycling. 

Table 5 shm'ls the results of the stability test carried out on 

the GH 1039. Thirteen 2R resistors were trim~ed by trimming into the 

body of the spread trim loop resistors. No significant change in the 

trimmed resistors was observed as a result of the temperature cycling. 
I 

The results are well \'Jithin the specification of less than a 0.1% resist-

ance change. 

A similar test was performed on the GH 1035 in which the trimmed 
R R6 R8 ratios 4 and were measured before and after temperature 

R3+R4 ' R5+R6 R7+R8 
cycling. No change was measured. 

These tests proved in a very pas iti ve fashion that the arc trim 

procedure does not affect the resistance stability of nichrome thin film 

res i stoi"s. 
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7.0 NOISE PERFORfqANCE 

When trimming directly into the body of a resistor, obviously 
·. 

the current flov1 lines are redistributed \vithin the resistor in the 

vicinity of the cut. Also there is a possibility that the temperature 

. gradients established during arcing might cha.nge the physical character

istics of the resistor in the vicinity of the arc. Naturally, the 

possibility of altering the current noise through the thin-film resistors 

should, therefore, be investigated. 

The method for determining current noise is described in 

M!L-SID-2020, Method 308. The method employed in this test has been 

designed to evaluate accurately the "noisiness" or 11 noise quality 11 of 

individual resistors in terms of a noise-quality index. The noise-quality 

index, expressed in_decibels (dB), is a measure of the ratio of the root

mean-square value of current-noise voltage (in microvolts) to the applied 

de voltage· (in ·volts). The pass band associated \·Jith the noise-quality 

index is one frequency decade, geometrically centered at 1000 hertz. 

Normally, measurements of current noise are carried out on a 

Quan-Tech Laboratories ~1ode1 315 Resistor Noise Test Set. Since a Quan-
1 

Tech was not available, the apparatus sholtm in Figure 7 v1as assembled 

consistent with the MIL specification. The apparatus and procedure 

are essentially the same as described in f~ethod 308. It "las necessary 

to decouple the voltage supply '.'lith Rl, Cl to get a lmv background noise. 
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The 0.15 second time constant gives better than 50 dB. rejection above 

500 hertz. The isolation resistor R2 vtas selected by usi_ng similar 

resistors for R2 and R3 until a lov1 noise type was found. A 0.1% wire

wound type was found which introduced very little background noise. 

The system was calibrated by opening the box, connecting the 

signal generator (to terminal B) and adjusting the gain of the amplifier 

to give a convenient +60 dB reference on the wave analyzer for l mV 

across R5. After the signal generator was disconnected the box was closed, 

the voltage supply was set to OV, and the system or background noise was 

measured. The procedure for measuring the actual current noise involved 

the following: opening the box, setting the voltage supply to give ~OV 

across the resistor under test byconnecting a high impedance DVf·1 betvteen 

point A and ground, disconnecting the DVM, closing the box and recording 
. 

the noise as indicated on the vfave Analyzer. The calculation of the ncise 

index is described in Method 308. 

The current noise of the thin film resistors Has found to decrease with 

trimming, the greater the trim, the greater the noise decrease. A typical 

GH1039 2R resistor gave the following noise indices (for 50V across the 

resistor). 
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Resistance of 2R 
-~ 

Noise Index Operation Performed 

42.71K ~7 ~ 5 dB Resistor untrimmed 

46.41K -9.0 dB All spread-trim loops 
cut open 

48.02K -13.5 dB Cut into spread trim 
resistor 

-
Further cut into 50.1 OK -17.5 dB spread 

trim resistor 

A net decrease of 10 dB was noted for large trims. A small trim of a 

few pet·cent produced, typically, a noise decrease of 1 dB. 

As a check on the accuracy of the noise ~~asurement apparatus, 

the noise of t\'10 fixed resistors was measured on passed on to Garrett 

to be checked on a Quan-Tech 315. The noise of a lOOK carbon composition 

resistor at 200 volts was -4 dB or .6311V/V. A Helv1yn lOOK Ml2D resistor 

had a noise index of -32.2 dB or .025 11V/V. 

As a follovJ up to the unexpected noise decrease in the thin film 

resistors, a crude anneal in the resistors was attempted to see if the 

noise properties could be changed. The noise of an untouched resistor 

was measured; the resistor was heated by passing current through it at two 

watts di ssi pati on, and the noise remeasured. The fo 11 ovting results v1ere 

obtained: 

Initial resistance 

Initial noise 

Noise after 10 min. bake at 
tvto v:atts dissipation 

40. 30K 

-8 dB 

-13 dB 
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Noise after further 11 min. -15 dB 
bake 

Noise after further 35 min. -19 dB 
bake 

Final resistance 40.78K 

The above results suggest that therma 1 anne a 1 ing can cause a 

decrease in noise. A possible argument is that the decrease in noise due 

to arc trimming is a result of such thermal annealing \'Jhen resistor material 

is being removed by vapourization. However, the amount of area affected 

in the arc trim is relatively small and this seems inconsistent with the 

gross thermal anneal results presented above. Furthermore, in laser trim 

situations, results have been reported which show an increase in noise 

and similar thermal effects are present in that trim process as in the 

arc trim. 

A further brief experiment was performed in an attempt to clarify 

the unexpected 1 arge noise decrease. It \'Jas postulated that the decrease 

in noise might be associated with processes occuring when the current from 

the application of the high voltage on the probe flows through the aluminum

nichrome interface (making up the bonding pad) and the body of the resistor 

materiaL The actual arc cut of the resistor might not influence the noise 

performance. In order to check the hypothesis
1
an arc trim was attempted 

on the aluminum pad of a typical resistor. Ground contact \·Jas made on an 
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iluminum pad at one end of a 2R resistor and the cutting probe was brought 

close to the surface of the aluminum pad at the other er.d of the resistor. 

Current flow vJas, therefore, thro.ugh the total body of an untrirnmed resistor. 

There was no apparent cutting of the aluminum pad. There was also no change 

in the noise index of the resistor. This experiment would suggest that the 

aluminum-nichrome interfaces are not responsible for the decrease in noise 

and that the noise decrease is an i ntri ns i c property of the arc cut into . 

the nichrome resistor material. 
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8.0 SUBSTRATE DAMAGE MD A COt~PARISON OF ARC, LASER AND r·1ECHAiHCAL 

STYLUS CUTS 

In any trim process where resistor material, which is usually 

attached firmly to the substrate, is removed, the question naturally 

arises as to whether the substrate sustains any damage. If there is 

damage it can appear as a degradation of the electrical characteristics 

of the film resistors or a more violent event such as fracture of the 

substrate itself. The arc trim method was examined to see if substrate 

damage was incurred and, in addition, a comparison of the process was 

made with the mechanical stylus and laser trim techniques. 

The ideal trim technique should leave the substrate free from 

microscopic fissures or severe strain, either thermal or physical. Mechanical 

trimming exerts intense pressure on the substrate with the distinct possi

bility of the creation of faults such as cracks. In addition, the cuts 

are not likely to be clean and this may lead to undesirable electrical 

effects. Electrical arcing should subject the substrate to very little 

physical pressure and less thermal stress than say the laser beam technique. 

Photographic and chemical etching studies were carried out in an effort 

to substantiate some of these claims. 

The mechanical scribing method using a diamond stylus \'Jas 

thought to damage the substrate severly \'Jhile removing resistor material 

during a cut. Photographs, taken at high magnification, which compare a 

mechanical and an arc-trim cut sh0\'1 this to be indeed true. As we 11, 

they demonstrate that the arc-trim causes minimal substrate damage. In 
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photograph 7, taken at a magnification of 25X, two resistors are shmm, 

the widest cut on each of these resistors was produced by a mechanical 

scribe, while the other cuts represent resistor material that has been electri

cally arced away. What is visibly evident in this photograph is that 

the mechanical scribe has affected the substrate since a line appears on 

the substrate on either side of the spread-trim loop. The stylus was 

brought down on the extreme left of the spread-trim loop and moved from 

left to right cutting out the spread-trim loop and continuing across 

the ceramic substrate and finally cutting into the main body of the 

resistor. The movement of the tungsten probe in the arc trim method was 

carried out analogously. However, arcing does not, of course~ occur on 

the insulating substrate. It can be seen that no such abrasion is pre-

sent on the ceramic substrate. Photograph 8, at a magnification of 100X, 

shows only the spread-trim loop of the middle resistor in photograph 7. 

The substrate damage from the mechanical scribe is more clearly evident 

as well as the lack of it with the arc-trim cut. The actual "tailings" 

scraped from the substrate can be seen in photograph 9, taken at a magnifi

cation of 250X. Photographs 10 an~ 11 show the mechanical and arc cuts, 

respectively of photograph 8 at a magnification of 500X. 

As mentioned earlier, the pressure which the tungsten probe exerts 

on the substrate is practically negligible, Photograph 12 displays another 

test which was carried out to determine whether just moving the probe 

across a resistor without trim11ing (pmver shut off) would change the 

resistor. The nichrome resistor material is much softer than the ceramic 
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substrate and much more susceptible to damage from the probe. In the 

tests the probe was moved from left to right arcing part of the ways 

then simply moving over the resistor material and then finally arcing 

the last one-third. 

After the first arcing step, the resistance \'las noted. Then 

after passing over the middle one-third of the resistor, the resistance 

was again measured. No resistance change could be detected. This 

test was repeated with similar results on several spread-trim loops. 

Photographs 13 and 14 show the lower and upper resistors respectively 

of photograph 12 at a magnification of 50X. Some light resistor damage 

is evident in photograph 13. Howevers as stated before, no change in 

the total 2R resistance could be detected. Photographs 15 and 16, at 

a magnification of lOOX, display again the lower and upper resistors 

respectively. 

Photograph i7, shm'ls an interesting effect which occurred 

somewhat accidentally while a substrate was being removed from the 

header packaging container. The unit was evidently subjected to some 

stress and the substrate cracked along one of the mechanical scribes and 

n~t along an adjacent electrically arced cut. This confirms an earlier 

stated suspicion, namely~ that a mechanical stylus severly stresses the 

substrate, to the point where catastrophic failure can occur, an 

obviously undesirable effect. 
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Photographs 18 and 19 show a laser trim and an arc trim 

side by side. The magnification for both is 50X. The photographs are, 

again, of one of the spread-trim loop resistors on a GH1039 circuit. 

The electrical arc appears as a cleaner, more highly resolved line of 

vaporized resistor material, while the laser trim appears to leave 

resistor material behind and is poorly defined. The width of the arc 

cut is approximately 0.0002 inches. The poor quality of the laser 

trim is more evident in photograph 20 where the substrate appears as 

a different texture of b 1 ack between the region on the left and the 

substrate region exposed after the resi star materia 1 had been vaporized 

away. Note also the fine line on the substrate to the left of the 

res is tor i ndi eating some substrate damage as the 1 aser beam passe·d over 

the insulating substrate. There is no such line on the substrate 

adjacent to the electrically-arc region since the substrate is an 

insulator and the arc. is extinguished. Also, there is very little 

pressure on the tungsten stylus. 

Experiments v1ere conducted in order to assess the amount of 

substrate damage in the actual channel of the arc cut. All three trim 

methods: arc, laser and mechanical are somewhat violent. The charac

teristics of the mechanical and laser cuts have been described and the 

amount of substrate damage noted. The arc cut is somewhat more difficult 

to assess because it is not thought to be severe (due to the low pressu~e · 

of the tungsten stylus) and occurs only in the channel of the cut (it is 
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self-extinguishing when bare substrate is reached). Chemica 1 etching 

of the nichrome in the cut region along \'Jith microscopy was employed. 

There is evidence of some removal of substrate materia 1 due to the 

arc process but this may be just the adherance i ayer \'lhi ch binds the 

nichrome to the substrate. 

The general conclusion reached was that---the arc trim process 

does the least damage to the substrate of the three basic trim methods: 

arc. mechanical and laser. Furthermore, the arc cuts have generally 

been finer, cleaner and more highly resolved. 
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9.0 DYNAMIC TRII~ HITH ACTIVE DEVICES (SERVO-LOOP SIGNAL CONDITIONER) 

A trim of thin film resistors on a substrate containing active 

devices was attempted (servo-loop signal conditioner, GH1042). See 

figure 7 for details of the circuit. Two experiments were carried out 

to determine whether active devices would be damaged when thin-film 

resistors, in close proximity to the devices, were trimmed. 

In the first, it.was decided to trim the resistors connected 

to the input of the 709 operational amplifier. One end of each of 6 

resistors (RIA-RIF) is brought out to pins l ,2,3,5,6,7. The other ends 

are connected the inverting input of the op-amp and brought out to 

pin 20. Since RIA equals RIF it was decided to leave these t~t.Jo .. _ 

untouched so that the amplifier could be checked at unity gain before and 

after the trim. Trims were confined to RIB, RIC, RID and RIE. Three 

tests were usedto check the op-amp performance: overall unity gain oper

ation, input bias current, and input offset voltage. There was no 

noticeable change in operation before and after the trim. The maximum 

undistorted voltage vias 9.0 volts r.m.s. The bias current vras .3JlA and 

the input offset voltage v1as -2.0mv. During the trim of RIB through RIE, 

the inverting input (pin 20) was grounded but main power (+ and -15V) 

was applied to the amplifier. 

In the second experiment, RIF was included as a feedback resistor to 

give a unity gain ~mpli.fier (RIA v1as connected across the input to ground) and 

it \!las trimmed to give an increase in gain. Testing \!Jas done both vJith the 
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input (pin 20} grounded and ungrounded and main power and input signal 

applied. No change in circuit operation was detected. 

The results of the second test were somewhat surprising since 

it was felt that, with the op-amp operating and the input ungrounded and 

exposed, the high voltage from the trim probe on the feedback resistor 

would cause a failure. However, a simple analysis sho\'IS that for a specific 

approach to the trim, the voltages on the op-amp can be quite reasonable. 

Figure 9 shows a schematic of the trim circuit used with the 709 (Zl) 

amplifier of the GH1042. If the assumption is made that the resistance 

across the arc is approximately 106n, then for the situation where the 

trim is conducted on the feedback resistor (RIF) near the op-amp output 

end, such that RIF2~o, RIF(5xl04n, the current flmv is determined by the 

arc resistance and the limiting 106n resistor in series with the pulse 

circuit. The current through the output of the op-amp is thus approximately 

Sxlo-4 amp. The maximum voltage across the input to the op-amp is approx

imately .025 volts which is reasonable. If on the other hand the trim is 

carried out near the op-amp input end of RIF such that RIF1::::o, RIF2::5xlo4n, 

then it is easy to see that the voltage across the input will be approximately 

12.5 volts~ The maximum allowable is approximately 5 volts. This situation 

should be avoided,and \'las the case in the trims conducted. 

The results \'lith the dynamic trim on the GH1042 containing 

active devices lead to the conclusion that the arc-trim method can be 

compatible with trim situations where the electronic circuit must be 

operating in order to be adjusted properly. 
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10.0 TANTALU~1 THIN-FILM RESISTORS 

Experiments were performed to see whether the arc trim method 

developed vtith nichrome was more. general and could be used on other 

materials such as tantalum. No difficulty was encountered. 

The optimum method of trimming the tantalum thin-film resistors 

supplied by Garrett was found to be similar to that employed in trimming 

nichrome. The voltage on the pulse generator was doubled so that the 

voltage on the tungsten probe w~s approximately 2000 volts, however, all 

other generator parameters remained identical to those used in trimming 

the nichrome. Generally, it \•las found that the tantalum could be trimmed 

at a high slue rate with a clean, narrow cut being maintained over the 

length of the trim. A typical trim is shovm in photograph 20. 

A major (100%) trim was performed into the body of a tantalum 

resistor and then the T.C.R. of this resistor compared to an untrimmed 

resistor. The T.C.R. v1as found to be -112 p.p.m./°C for each resistor, 

with no noti ceab 1 e change due to trimming. The results obtai ned are 

summarized in Table 6. 
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11.0 CONCLUSIONS 

It is concluded from this \'/Ork that the arc-trim method represents 

a viable alternative to the mechanical or the laser trim systems. The 

cost and physical simplicity of the equipment and trim procedure are 

obvious· strong points. Adding to this are the results of the experiments 

carried out, which demonstrate that no device characteristics are seriously 

altered, by arc trimming. 
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TABLE 1 

Data showing typical trim resistance changes that can be made by 

cutting into the body of the spread trim loop resistors of the GH 1039 

circuit. The 2R resistors are being trimmed. 

Photograph Resistance Resistance Change in 
Number Before Trim After Trim Resistance 

(OHMS) (OHMS) (OHMS) 

l 40010 40025 +15 

2 40084 40086 +2 

3 38980 39005 +25 

4 38910 38915 +5 

5 38953 38952, 38956, -1' +3 
38961 +8 

6 40064 40060, 40063, -4, -1 ' 
40065 +l 
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TABLE 2 

Results of TCR measurements on 6 typical 2R resistors on the GH 1039 

circuits, three of which \'Jere trimmed and three untrimmed. The untrimmed 

resistors served as reference. The resistors trimmed were associated 

with the .01% spread trim loop. 

Trimmed Untrimmed 

Temperature Resistor Resistor Resistor Resistor Resistor Resistor 
A B c D E F 
R:t.R R:t.R R:t.R R:t.R R:t.R R:t.R oc (OHMS) ( OHf~S) ( oHr~s) (OH!~S) i ( OH~1S) (OHMS) 

I 

-50 42036 41940 42233 42040 41639 .. 39222 
>25 >23 > 24 > 24 > 26 > 24 

-30 42061 41963 1 42257. 42064 41665 39246 
>24 >23 > 23 > 22 >24 >23 

-10 42085 41986 42280 42086 41689 39269 
>27 >24 >26 >26 /' 26 ) 25 

+10 42112 42010 42306 42112 41715 39294 
>24 >23 >24 > 23 > 25 '7 23 

+30 42136 42033 42330 42135 41740 39317 
. >26 >23 > 23 > 23 > 25 > 23 

+50 42165 42056 42353 421_58 41766 39340 
>241 >23 >23 :;,22 /' 26 /" 23 

+70 42186 42079 42376 42180 41791 39363 

iAverage 

TCR 29.7 27.4 28.4 27.4 30 29.9 

(ppm/°C) 
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TABLE 3 

Results of T.C.R. measurements on a typical trimmed and untrimmed resistor 

on the GH1025 circuit. The untrimmed resistor served as a reference .. 

The R6 resistor was trimmed for an increase of 10%. Trimming was into 

the main body of the resistor. 

R8 R6 

Temperature (Untrimmed reference) (Trimmed for a +10% increase) 
oc 

R £\R R AR 
--

(Ohms) (Ohms) 

-50 415.87 879.40 
. > .58 > 1.1 

-30 416.45 880.50 
> .50 > 1.09 

-10 416.95 881.59 
> .53 > 1.1 

+10 417.48 882.69 
> .56 > 0.89 

+30 418.04 883.58 
> .49 > 1.05 

+50 418.53 884.63 
> • 51 > 1. ll 

+70 419.04 885.74 
;> • 54 > 1.09 

+90 419.58 886.83 

Average 

T.C.R. 63.5 61.0 

{p.p.m./°C) 
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TABLE 4 

Results of T.C.R. measurements on a typical trimmed resistor subjected 

to a 100% resistance increase. The trimmed resistor vias R1 of the GH1025 

circuit,with the trim being made into the two trim pads provided, as well 

as into the main resistor chain. R2 was used as a reference resistor . 

R2 . R1 

Temperature (Untrimmed reference) (Trimmed for a 100% increase) 

oc 
R 6R R 6R 

(OHMS) (OHMS) 

-70 437.16 848.81 
> .64 > 1.36 

... so 438.80 848.17 
> • 71 > 1.54 

-30 438.51 849. 7l 
> .61 > 1.42 

-10 439.12 851.13 
> • 68 > 1.52 

+10 439.80 852.65 
> • 73 > 1.53 

+30 440.53 854.18 1.40 
> .67 > 

+50 441.20 855.58 
> .81 > 1.66 

+70 442.01 857.24 
> .75 > 1.55 

+90 442.76 859.79 

Average 

T.C.R. 80 + 10 88 + 10 -
{p.p.m./°C) 
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Table 5 

Resistance stability test performed on 2R resistors of the GH 1039 circuit. 

The resistors were trimmed by trimming into the.body of the spread trim 

loop resistors. The resistors were cycled twice from -65°C to +l25°C. 

2R Resistance Value (ohms) 

Resistor B~fore After 
Number Cycling Cycling 

1 42131 42131 
2 42134 42134 
3 42135 42135 
4 42134 42134 
5 42139 42139 

6 42138 42138 

7 42134 . 42135 

8 42031 42032 
9 42131 42130 

10 42327 42325 
11 41857 41857 
12 41738 41738 

13· 39315 39314 
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TABLE 6 

Res·u1ts of a T.C.R. test performed on tanta1um·resistors to determine 

the effect of arc trimmi_ng. A typi ca 1 circuit \'las provided by Garrett. 

One resistor was used as a reference while another had its resistance 

increased by 100%. 

Untrimmed Reference Trimmed Resistor 
Temperature Resistor ( 100% Increase) 

oc R 6R R .l.IR 

(Ohms) (Ohms) 

-70 443.65 392.04 
> 1.08 > .93 

-50 442.57 391.11 
> 1.08 > .95 

-30 441.49 390.16 
> 1.07 > .96 

-10 440.42 389.20 
> • 95 > .85 

+10 439.47 388.35 
> .95 > .86 

+30 438.52 387.49 
> • 96 > .• 85 

+50 437.56 386.64 
> .84 > .78 

+70 436.72 385.86 
> . 87 > .78 

+90 435.85 385.08 

Average . 
T.C.R. -112 -112 

I ( p. p.m. I oc) 
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F_igure 3: Thin film surface layout of the GH1039 circuit, a twelve bit 
analogue to digital ladder. The netvtork consists cf R-2R 
blocks as shovm in magnified form in figure 4. Connection 
between blocks is made at pad J. 
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Figure 5: Schematic of the GH1025 sensor bridge resistor network. 
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Figure 6: Pictorial layout of the GH1025 circuit, a sensor bridge resistor 
netvJork. Resistors R1 and R? have t:1o trim tab resistors ~t:hich 
are used to adjust theit· absiJlute values to the specification 
values. For the ratio specification, a trim is made into the 
main body of a resistor as shown (R8 for example). 
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igure 9: Schematic diagram of the circuit used to check the arc trim method 
on active devices. The oo-amo was the Zl, 709 unit of the GH1042 
circuit. The op-amo was in dvnamic operation as an amplifier during 
the trim and the trim \'las performed in the feedback resistor, RIF. 
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Photograph 2: I denti ca 1 to photograph 1 except that the . 01% spread 
trim loop has been cut only about l/3 of the way through. 
The resistance change is 2 ohms. Magnification is 25X. 
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Photograph 3: Identical to photograph 1 except that the .02% spread trim 
loop has been arc tri mmed about l/2 of the way tht·ough. 
The resistance increase is 25 ohms. Magnification is 25X. 
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Photograph 4: Identical to photograph 1 except that the .02% spread trim 
loop has been arc· trimmed about l/4 of the way through. 
The resistance increase is 5 ohms. Magnification is 25X. 
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Photograph 5: Identical to photograph 1 except that three rectangular 
cuts have been made into the .02% spread trim loop. 
From left to right the cuts decreased resistance l rl , 
increased resistance 4rl and increased resistance 5rl 
respectively. Magnification is 25X . 
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Photograph 6: 
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Identical to photograph l except that three rectangular 
cuts have been made into the .01 % spread trim loop. From 
left to right the cuts decreased the resistance 4n , increased 
resistance 3n and i n cre ased the res ·j stance 2n res pectively . 
Magnifi cation is 25X. 
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Photograph 7: Comparison of t"echanical and Arc-trim Cuts. The l'lide 
;.. cut is due to a di amond stylus v.J hi le the finer cuts are 

due to arc-trim . The dark region is substrate. Note 
the dama ge on t he subs t rate due to th e mechanical cut 
and lack of i t f rom the arc - trim. Magnification is 25X. 
The circui t is a GH l 039 and t he photog raph is of the 
spread trim l oop section . 
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· Photograph 9: Comparison of Mechanical and Arc-Tri~ Cuts. Same section 
as in photograph 8 magnified 250X. 
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Photograph 10: Photograph of the mechanical diamond stylus cut in 
photograph 9 magnified 500X. 
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Photograph 11: Photograph of the arc-trim cut in photograph 9 magnified 
so oX. 
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Photograph 12: Tests to determine the effect of tungsten stylus pressure 
on the nichrome resistor material. · The photograph is of 
the GH1039 spread trim loops at 25X magnification. The 
stylus is moved left to right and the missing section 
of the cut in middle is due to the voltage being removed 
from the stylus. Very little or no stylus disturbance 
of the nichrome is observed. 



Photograph 13: 
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Lower spread trim loop of photograph 10 magnified 50X. 
Some l_ight resistor damage is noted. 
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Photograph 14: Upper spread trim loop of photograph 10 magnified 50X. 
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~ Photograph 15: Lower spread trim loop of photograph 10 magnified lOOX. 



Photograph 16: Upper spread trim loop of photograph 10 magnified lOOX . 
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Photograph 18: Comparison of a laser cut and an arc cut made on one of 
the spread trim loops of the GH1039. Magnification is 
SOX. The upper t r im is the laser cut and the lov1er, the 
arc cut . The width of the arc cut is approximately .0002 
inches . 
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Photograph 19: Comparison of a laser cut and an arc cut made On one of 
the spread trim loops of the GH1039. Magnification is 
SOX. The upper trim is the laser cut an d the lmver, the 
arc cut. The width of the arc cut is approximately .0002 
inches. Note the substrate damage due to the laser cu t 
in the black rectangular substrate region. 
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Photograph 20: Typical results of an arc trim on a substrate containing 
tantalum. · 
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